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Abstract 
 
This thesis aims to use analysis of the time dependence of sunspot locations and other 
physical characteristics to provide an improved empirical basis for understanding solar 
magnetic fields. Bipolar active regions in both hemispheres tend to be tilted with 
respect to the East–West Equator of the Sun in accordance with Joy’s law, which 
describes the average tilt angle as a function of latitude.  We recommend a revision of 
Joy’s law towards a weaker dependence on latitude (slope of 0.13–0.26) and without 
forcing the tilt to zero at the Equator.  We determine that the hemispheric mean tilt 
value of active regions varies with each solar cycle but mean tilt angles do not show a 
dependence on longitude for any hemisphere or cycle. We also explore the visual 
representation of magnetic tilt angles on a traditional butterfly diagram to show that 
the average latitude of anti-Hale regions does not differ from the average latitude of 
all regions in both hemispheres. The distribution of anti-Hale sunspot tilt angles is 
broadly distributed between 0 and 360° with a weak preference for east-west alignment 
180° from their expected Joy’s law angle. Anti-Hale sunspots display a log-normal 
size distribution similar to that of all sunspots, indicating no preferred size for anti-
Hale spots. In addition, we report that 8.4%±0.8% of all bipolar sunspot regions are 
misclassified as Hale in traditional catalogues. This percentage is slightly higher for 
groups within 5° of the Equator due to the misalignment of the magnetic and 
heliographic equators. We also investigate bipolar sunspot regions and how tilt angle 
and footpoint separation vary during emergence and decay, finding that within ±48 
hours of the time of peak umbral area, large regions steadily increase in tilt angle, 
midsize regions are nearly constant, and small regions show evidence of negative tilt 
during emergence. A period of growth in footpoint separation occurs over a 72-hour 
period for all of the regions from roughly 40 to 70 Mm. The smallest bipoles are 
outliers in that they do not obey Joy’s law and have a much smaller footpoint 
separation. We confirm previous research that the sunspots appear to be two distinct 
populations, where the smallest spots are potentially supergranular precursors to the 
more familiar flux tube sunspots.  In summary, this thesis has revealed increased 
complexity in sunspot behavior compared to previous studies and demonstrates that 
analysis of sunspot observations continues to provide an empirical basis for improved 
models of small-scale solar flux tubes and the underlying magnetic dynamo. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 
This chapter introduces fundamental concepts in support of the subsequent research 
as well as the motivation for this work (1.1).  A general overview of magnetic field 
production by the astrophysical dynamo (1.2) in the Sun is provided.  The general 
features of the sunspot cycle (1.3) are discussed as well as relevant sunspot 
observations (1.4).  We address the importance of Joy’s law (1.5), potential causes of 
Joy’s law (1.6), and how it relates to the generation of magnetic fields in the Sun.  
The introduction concludes with a statement of the thesis objectives (1.7).   
 
 
1.1  Motivation 
 
The prevailing theory of the solar dynamo has toroidal magnetic fields generated at 
the tachocline between the radiative and convective zones becoming buoyant and 
rising through the convective zone as flux loops, forming bipolar sunspot groups 
when the loops break the surface.  The tilt angles of these groups with respect to the 
Equator varies as a function of latitude (Joy’s law) and was observed daily over 
several solar cycles at Mount Wilson Observatory (MWO). To investigate whether 
the Northern and Southern hemispheres of the Sun host dynamo processes that are 
independent of each other, we look at the MWO data for variations in Joy’s law 
between hemispheres across solar cycles.  We also search for a dependence of tilt 
angle on longitude as it relates to the origins of the toroidal field lines at depth.  
 
Solar cycles are typically reported as ending on a single date, presenting a 
problem with assigning late-cycle (or early-cycle) active regions to a particular cycle.  
During the transitional time between cycles, high latitude active regions are still 
emerging while activity from the previous solar cycle continues near the Equator.  We 
separate the distinct cycles as a function of time and latitude so that new cycle sunspot 
groups appearing at high latitudes are not incorrectly identified as anti-Hale.  Similar 
problems with hemispheric classifications have been observed as far back as Solar 
Cycle 12 by Maunder & Maunder (1904), where sunspot production from one 
hemisphere appears to cross the Equator.  We distinguish between heliographic and 
magnetic equators by defining the magnetic equator in a similar fashion to Zolotova 
et al. (2009) as the difference in sunspot group latitudes between the hemispheres.  
Using tilt angle measurements that include polarity, collected by Li and Ulrich (2012), 
we explore whether a percentage of anti-Hale sunspot regions near the Equator are due 
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to Northern (Southern) polarity spot groups appearing below (above) the heliographic 
equator. 
 
Joy’s law is inherently noisy and overall trends in tilt angle are difficult to 
observe for individual active regions.  However, the evolution of tilt angle for a 
particular active region from early emergence through the decay period provides 
insight into the magnetic field formation and distribution associated with these regions.  
Images taken by the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) on board NASA’s 
Solar Dynamics Observatory were used to calculate bipolar sunspot tilt angles for HMI 
- Debrecen Data (HMIDD), which we used to identify NOAA regions with umbral 
signatures to record tilt angle and footpoint separation measurements. Peak umbral 
area establishes the end of emergence and the beginning of sunspot decay for each 
region, serving as a universal reference point common to all of the active regions.  We 
look for trends in tilt angle and footpoint separation during the emergence and decay 
periods, keeping in mind the physical processes such as convection that could compete 
with or influence the flux emergence process. Correlations between tilt angle behavior 
of an active region with parameters such as sunspot size and total magnetic flux can 
provide insight into the forces that determine Joy’s law.    
 
 
1.2  An Astrophysical Dynamo 
 
The existence of the Sun’s magnetic field was discovered by observing the spectra of 
sunspots (Hale 1908).  The production of magnetic fields in celestial bodies is believed 
to originate from an astrophysical dynamo.  A dynamo can be described as a process 
that converts the mechanical energy of an electrically conductive fluid into a magnetic 
field.  The solar dynamo is considered to be a convective dynamo, in that motions due 
to turbulent convection regenerate and amplify magnetic fields (Miesch 2012).  A 
strong magnetic field is thought to be housed in the tachocline region, the relatively 
thin layer between the radiative zone and the convective zone that has a large shear 
profile (Gilman 2000).  
 
Faraday’s law maintains that if an electrically conductive material is moved 
through a pre-existing magnetic field, then an electric current is produced in the 
material.  By Ampere’s law, an electric current produces a magnetic field around the 
current.  Moving conductive fluid through a magnetic field creates an electric current 
in the fluid which in turn induces a magnetic field.  By moving the electrically 
conductive plasma in the Sun through a seed magnetic field, additional magnetic flux 
is created.  Magnetic fields are strengthened by the twisting, stretching, and folding 
that occur as a result of rotational dynamics and convective zone turbulence.  For a 
complete treatment of the nonlinear equations describing the solar dynamo, see Deluca 
and Gilman (1986a, 1986b). 
 
Observations of rotational rates (Ω) with respect to latitude, as seen in Figure 
1.1, have indicated differential rotation in the convective zone.  Figure 1.2 shows the 
radiative zone rotates essentially as a solid body.  The equatorial region of the 
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convective zone rotates the fastest, with Ω ranging from about 25 days at the equator 
to 35 days in the polar regions. Rotation rates in the convective zone do not appear to 
change significantly with depth, remaining nearly constant at each latitude.  The entire 
radiative zone takes approximately 27 days to complete a rotation.  It has been difficult 
to observe the rotation of the solar core, but research using fluctuations in neutrino 
output and solar brightness suggests a rotation rate of approximately 25 days (Sturrock 
2008). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Sidereal rotation rates inside the Sun.  The color key on the right indicates 
the rotation rate in nanohertz and the corresponding period in days.  The approximate 
base of the convection zone is indicated by the dashed line at approximately r = 0.7R. 
Image by M. J. Thompson obtained from Marshall Space Flight Center/NASA at 
http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/Helioseismology.shtml 
 
 
The abrupt transition from differential rotation to solid body rotation (see 
Figure 1.2) between the convective and radiative zones is a layer of high shear and is 
believed to be the region where magnetic field re-generation occurs in the Sun.  As the 
convective zone moves past the radiative zone at different speeds, a shearing of the 
electrically conductive plasma occurs. This shearing in the tachocline amplifies and 
possibly regenerates the magnetic fields in the plasma through stretching (Ossendrijver 
2003). 
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Figure 1.2: Rotational rates at various latitudes where r/R is a percentage of the solar 
radius, based on GONG data from 1995-2009.  Surface-like differential rotation 
persists through the bulk of the convection zone (> 0.70 r/R), with a transition near the 
base of the convection zone to a flow that is consistent with latitudinally independent 
rotation.  Graph courtesy of NSF’s National Solar Observatory. 
 
 
A model describing the process of magnetic field regeneration in the Sun was 
proposed by Babcock (1961) and later amended by Leighton (1969).  The magnetic 
field of the Sun is described in relation to the rotational axis geometry of the Sun.  At 
solar minimum, the dipole magnetic poles of the Sun are in close proximity to the 
rotational poles of the Sun.  Magnetic field lines that are primarily N-S in direction, 
such as those that stretch from one pole to the other are called poloidal field lines.  
These lines follow the classical model of a magnetic dipole. 
 
The model proposes that poloidal magnetic fields are stretched near the equator 
by differential rotation.  Beyond the Sun’s radiative zone, the Sun does not rotate as a 
solid body, with the equatorial region rotating faster than the polar regions.  The 
poloidal field lines are pulled in the direction of the equatorial rotation by the shearing 
effect of differential rotation and are eventually wrapped in the E-W direction around 
the Sun (see Figure 1.3).  Magnetic field lines that are primarily in the E-W direction 
are called toroidal and wrap around the Sun in the same direction as rotation.  A large 
reservoir of toroidal magnetic field, believed to be the source of sunspots, is thought 
to exist at the base of the convection zone of the Sun.  The conversion of poloidal 
magnetic field lines to a toroidal orientation by way of differential rotation is called 
the omega-effect. 
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Figure 1.3: Arrowed lines indicate toroidal magnetic field lines at depth, wrapped 
around the Sun by differential rotation.  The ω-effect transforms a poloidal field into 
a toroidal field. Obtained from http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/dynamo.shtml 
 
 
A second process introduced or furthered by Parker (1955), called the alpha-
effect, is thought to convert portions of the toroidal magnetic fields back to poloidal 
fields.  Magnetic flux tubes are believed to be stored and strengthened in or near the 
tachocline, the boundary between the convective zone and the radiative zone of the 
Sun.  Flux tubes rise through the turbulent convective zone toward the solar surface 
due to magnetic buoyancy.  As the middle span of these tubes rises faster than the 
“anchored” ends of the tube, a loop forms (see Figure 1.4).  Sunspots are formed when 
the loop, tilted with respect to a line of constant latitude by the Coriolis force, breaks 
through the surface of the Sun.  The magnetic field “frozen” in the tube has now been 
tilted and redirected away from the Sun in a poloidal direction. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Toroidal magnetic field lines are twisted into loops and rise toward the 
solar surface due to the magnetic buoyancy.  The α-effect transforms a toroidal field 
into a poloidal field. Obtained from http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/dynamo.shtml 
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The omega-effect and alpha-effect can be combined to describe a closed 
system of magnetic field regeneration.  A diagram of converting poloidal fields to a 
toroidal orientation then back to poloidal emerges in Figure 1.5.  The diagram 
represents the evolution of the magnetic field over one solar cycle, with the polarity of 
the global field reversed at the end of the cycle.  Additional processes may have an 
effect on magnetic field generation in the Sun, such as magnetic pumping by the 
turbulent convective zone and the transport of magnetic flux by meridional circulation 
(Dikpati 2005).   
 
 
 
Figure 1.5: The alpha-omega cycle of converting poloidal magnetic fields to toroidal 
fields, then back to a poloidal orientation (Love 1999).   
 
 
At a glance, it would be easy to assume that the largest magnetic events on the 
solar surface are the foremost contributor to the global magnetic landscape.  However, 
small scale magnetic activity contributes greatly to the global flux balance, where the 
flux emergence rate decreases as the scale size of bipolar active regions increases 
(Harvey & Zwaan 1993).  The size distribution of bipolar active regions with sunspots 
does not vary significantly from the distribution without sunspots (Harvey & Zwaan 
1993).  Parnell et al. (2009) find a single power law across all observable scales of flux 
as an indication of a singular mechanism at work distributing magnetic activity across 
all scales.  This can be attributed to either to a solar dynamo producing flux the same 
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way on all scales or an environmental factor acting on flux after it is produced.  The 
impact of small-scale dynamos within the context of solar magnetic field formation at 
the global level (Karak & Brandenburg 2015) must be considered as part of the 
paradigm.   
 
 
1.3  Sunspot Cycle 
 
Sunspots are dark patches on the surface of the Sun with a life span ranging from a 
few hours to several months.  The invention of the telescope 400 years ago made it 
possible to consistently observe the location and number of sunspots.  A pattern 
emerged, with sunspot appearances concentrated between the mid-latitudes and the 
equator.  It was also discovered that the number of sunspot occurrences varied over 
time. 
 
Approximately every 11 years, the Sun reaches solar minimum.  The Sun is 
much quieter during this time with respect to sunspot activity and other magnetic 
phenomena.  After solar minimum, the following occurs: 
 
1) Sunspots start to appear in bands located around 30° latitude in both 
hemispheres. 
 
2) As time progresses, the average position of the sunspot bands moves to lower 
latitudes, closer to the equator, in each hemisphere.  The Sun reaches its 
maximum output of sunspots during this time. 
 
3) The number of sunspots slowly declines after solar maximum.  New sunspots 
appear increasingly closer to the equator. 
 
4) Eventually, the number of sunspots observed reaches zero or nearly zero, 
returning the Sun to solar minimum again. 
 
This reoccurring period of sunspot activity is commonly referred to as the sunspot 
cycle or the solar cycle, although a full solar cycle is 22 years as explained below.  
Sunspot activity can be plotted as a function of time, presented in Figure 1.6 as a 
“butterfly” diagram or as a frequency distribution:  
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Figure 1.6: The percent of solar surface covered by sunspots as a function of latitude 
shown in time (top) and the total percent in time (below).  Obtained from Marshall 
Space Flight Center/NASA at solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov 
 
 
Once Hale discovered the existence of magnetic fields in sunspots, other 
patterns were observed within the solar cycle (Hale et al. 1919).  Sunspots often 
appeared in groups with a pairing of opposing magnetic charges in portions of the 
group.  If a leading sunspot in a pair, with respect to rotation, was positively charged 
in the northern hemisphere then almost all leading sunspots in the northern hemisphere 
were positively charged for that cycle.  The orientation of polarity was consistently the 
opposite in the southern hemisphere for the entire solar cycle.  Sunspot polarity led 
observers to believe that the magnetic field in the Sun was systematically organized 
on a global scale. 
 
At or near every solar maximum the polar fields reverse polarities (see Figure 
1.7).  This combined with the change of leading spot polarity in each hemisphere from 
one sunspot cycle to the next gives rise to an average magnetic solar cycle of 22 years.  
This further strengthened the argument for a global structuring of the magnetic field.  
It is also fundamental to dynamo theory, as any model must describe not only the 
orientation of polarities in the hemispheres but the switching of polarities between 
consecutive solar cycles. Thus, the total solar cycle is 22 years in average duration to 
complete the polarity reversals of both the polar and equatorial (sunspot) fields. 
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Figure 1.7: A butterfly diagram illustrating the reversal of magnetic polarity over 
consecutive solar cycles.  Image by D. Hathaway courtesy of NASA. 
 
 
The alpha-omega model describes the regeneration of toroidal magnetic fields 
into poloidal fields.  Coupling Hale’s polarity law with Joy’s law (see section 1.4) 
within this construct facilitates the reversed polarity of the global field in the next 
cycle. For current research on surface flux transport models, see Sun et al. (2015); 
Miesch & Teweldebirhan (2015).  However, any dynamo model must include the not 
insignificant percentage of bipolar active regions that exhibit anti-Hale tendencies.  In 
fact, the behavior of anti-Hale activity can be used as a diagnostic of the role small-
scale dynamos play in that regard.  This small but consistent percentage of anti-Hale 
sunspot groups have a density independent of the phase of the solar cycle (Sokoloff et 
al. 2015).  The prospect of multiple dynamos at various scales responsible for magnetic 
activity on the solar surface should be explored further.   
 While the sunspot cycle, and how the Sun generates magnetic fields, may seem 
like a purely academic topic that is of no interest to humanity other than for the 
advance of our astronomical knowledge – this is not the case.  The Earth, and 
everything else in the solar system, is embedded in the heliosphere, which is structured 
not only by the Sun’s electromagnetic radiation but also by the solar wind.  The solar 
wind is comprised of charged particles and bubbles of plasma that escape the Sun 
during solar storms such as highly energetic flares or coronal mass ejections (CMEs).  
The magnetic fields on the solar surface are the primary driver of these solar storms.  
In addition, the structure of the solar wind density, velocity, and temperature is 
determined by the source region from which that solar wind originates on the solar 
surface.  The solar wind speeds and compositions have been sampled by instruments 
on the Ulysses spacecraft that orbited the Sun in order to sample it at all solar latitudes 
(McComas et al., 2000).  For example, the slow solar wind originates from near the 
Equatorial regions of the Sun where sunspots form and bipolar magnetic regions form 
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closed magnetic loop systems.  Meanwhile, the fast solar wind originates from the 
polar regions where the magnetic fields are unipolar.   
 An increasingly important aspect of solar physics research is the ability of 
researchers to predict solar storms in advance so that communications satellites, 
astronauts, and air traffic in polar routes can protect and shield equipment and humans 
from bursts of high radiation that result from these impulsive events.  This sub-
specialty of predictive science began during the US involvement in the Gulf War when 
crucial military communications were lost due to the charged particles from a solar 
storm interfering with radio contact between commanders and troops and subsequently 
led to loss of life.  To see an example of near-real-time space weather prediction, visit 
the http://spaceweather.com/ site to see what percent chance the forecasters have given 
for a geomagnetic storm to occur based on the current solar wind stream and sunspot 
/ magnetic activity on the solar disk.  Therefore, the Sun’s magnetic field directly 
affects our increasingly technology-dependent human society, with much of our 
technology existing in low Earth orbit where solar radiation is highly variable.  While 
the topic of my research, Joy’s law, is only one aspect of the solar magnetic fields, it 
is a systematic observation that provides crucial insight into how the Sun generates 
and maintains its electromagnetic dynamo.  
 
1.4  Sunspot Observations 
 
If it were possible to view sunspots as isolated objects, they would still radiate with 
nearly the same intensity as the Sun.  Sunspots only appear dark in contrast with the 
hotter, and therefore brighter, solar photosphere.  A sunspot is characterized by a dark 
center called the umbra and a brighter filamentary ring around the umbra called the 
penumbra.  On occasion, the penumbra of a sunspot will appear to stretch across the 
umbra, creating a light bridge, indicated in the white box in Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1.8: A sunspot observed with the Hinode Solar Optical Telescope.  A bright 
filamentary structure at the center of the square is a "light bridge". Obtained from 
http://darts.jaxa.jp/month/200908/200908.html.en (JAXA/NAOJ). 
 
 
Sunspots usually appear in pairs or groups but are observed as individual spots 
as well.  Sunspot diameters range from approximately 3.5 Mm to as large as 60 Mm, 
however most sunspots trend toward smaller diameters (Solanki 2003).  Penumbrae 
almost always materialize around sunspots of diameter 3.5 Mm or larger, 
distinguishing them from pores - smaller spots without penumbrae (Bray & 
Loughhead 1964).  Analyses of umbral surface areas yield percentages between 15% 
and 25% of the total sunspot area with the remaining area attributed to the penumbra 
(Solanki 2003).  Sunspots are not two-dimensional phenomena but descriptions will 
be limited as such for our purposes here. 
 
The orientation of the magnetic field within a sunspot is approximately radial 
at center, becoming more horizontal at the perimeter.  A comprehensive review of 
sunspot observations made over the last several sunspot cycles calibrated data 
collected by multiple observers.  Distributions of maximum field strength per solar 
cycle indicated very few spots observed above 4000 G in a particular cycle, although 
a 6100 G field was recorded (Livingston et al. 2006).  Field strength decreases away 
from the center to 700-1000 G near the outer edge of the penumbra.   
  
Sunspots appear significantly darker than all other features on the surface due 
to temperature differences.  It has been determined that umbrae are 1000 K to 1900 K 
cooler than the quiet Sun, but the change is less dramatic in the penumbra where 
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temperatures are only slightly cooler than the normal solar photosphere (Solanki 
2003).  The strong magnetic field within a spot directly affects the temperature by 
inhibiting heat transport from the convective zone. 
 Obtaining long-term, systematic observations of the Sun’s magnetic field are 
crucial, of course, in order to study Joy’s law and aggregate sunspot behavior.  Daily, 
or near-daily, observations of magnetic fields began at Mount Wilson Solar 
Observatory (MWO) in California in 1966 and were discontinued in 2013 (Ulrich & 
Tran, 2013).  The National Solar Observatory facilities in Arizona began taking 
phostospheric observations of the full solar disk in the 1970’s at the Kitt Peak National 
Observatory (Hathaway, 2010).  Maps from these measurements cover the time period 
from early-1975 to mid-2003.  The National Solar Observatory’s Synoptic Optical 
Long-term Investigations of the Sun (SOLIS) facility (Keller, 1998) is another ground-
based telescope that has consistently obtained full-disk observations of solar 
magnetism from the mid 2000’s onward.  
 Space-based telescopes have provided near-continuous coverage of the solar 
disk including observations of magnetic field data, such as the Michelson Doppler 
Imager (MDI) on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) mission (Scherrer 
et al., 1995) from 1995 – 2010.  The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) spacecraft 
hosts a new generation of instrument, called the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager 
(HMI) (Scherrer et al., 2012), that began providing high cadence maps of solar 
magnetism in 2010.  The telescopes and observatories described here are some of the 
most frequently used modern facilities that have created extensive databases for 
studying sunspots.   
 
 
1.5  Joy’s Law 
 
Sunspots represent magnetic activity on the surface of the Sun and frequently appear 
as bipolar groups.  The tilt angle of bipolar sunspot groups is defined as the angle of 
the line connecting the centroids of each polarity with the E-W line along constant 
latitude.   Tilt is typically reported as positive when the leading sunspot is closer to the 
equator, in either hemisphere, than the following spot, as seen in Figure 1.9. This 
example is indicative of the expected bipolar sunspot behavior in the Northern 
hemisphere, although not exclusively so. 
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Figure 1.9: An angle between the line connecting two magnetically opposed sunspots 
and the EW line.  According to Joy’s law, this angle varies with latitude and the leading 
sunspot with respect to rotation is nearer the equator.  Obtained from 
http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/images/joys_law.jpg 
 
 
Joy studied drawings made by Carrington and Spörer in the 1800’s and 
discovered that tilt angle changed with the latitudinal location of the pair, regardless 
of hemisphere (Hale et al. 1919).  Statistical analysis of the relationship between tilt 
angle and latitude revealed a linear dependency (Figure 1.10).  
 
 
 
Figure 1.10: Summary of a statistical study of the bipolar sunspot drawings of 
Carrington and Spörer.  A linear dependency of tilt angle (y-axis) as a function of 
latitude (x-axis) can be seen.  (Hale et al. 1919) 
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Now known as Joy’s law, the variation in tilt angle as a function of latitude is 
integral to understanding the solar magnetic dynamo.  Any model describing the 
mechanism producing and regenerating the global magnetic field in the Sun must 
include Joy’s law.  The cause of Joy’s law remains a subject of significant study as no 
definite consensus has been reached on its origins.   It is clear that Joy’s law, coupled 
with the polarity orientations discovered by Hale’s research, is a strong indication of 
an organized, global magnetic field generator at work in the Sun.  
 
 
1.6  Potential Causes of Joy’s Law 
 
The discovery of Joy’s law brought more order to the appearance of sunspots; however 
the true cause or causes of the tilt remains in question.  Babcock (1961) suggested that 
tilt is a result of the omega-effect, since differential rotation would spiral magnetic 
fields in the same direction as the tilt axes. However, D’Silva (1993) points out that 
the Babcock model predicts time dependent variations in the tilt angles over the course 
of a solar cycle but no such variations have been observed.   
 
Tilt has been attributed to Coriolis forces acting on plasma draining form the 
apex of rising flux tubes, as suggested by Schmidt (1968).   Models of rising flux tubes 
by D’Silva and Choudhuri (1993) are able to simulate observed tilt angle behavior if 
the magnetic field is restricted to between 60 and 160 kG. However, their flux tube 
model is less predictive outside this range.  A more recent study by Kosovichev and 
Stenflo (2008) show no tilt angle dependency on field strength as would be necessary 
if the tilt were caused by Coriolis forces. 
 
Thin flux tube models by Weber and Fan (2015) explore the effect of radiative 
heating on flux tubes near the base of the convective zone.  These flux tubes, with 
magnetic field strengths from 15 kG to 100 kG, trend toward Joy’s law tilt angles and 
other qualitative features observed in active regions.  However, results from 
helioseismology are not supportive of certain aspects of the flux tube model at depth 
(Warnecke et al. 2015).  Recent observations of active regions early in their emergence 
do not show signs of strong horizontal magnetic fields as would be expected at the top 
of a rising flux loop (Getling, Ishikawa, & Buchnev 2015).  We should continue to 
question the accuracy of the flux tube model as a way to describe solar surface activity. 
 
Joy’s law is inherently noisy and only observable statistically over large 
enough samples.  The scatter in tilt angle is attributed to turbulent convection acting 
on flux tubes rising through the convective zone to the solar surface.  Flux tube 
simulations by Weber et al. (2013) show that tubes with less flux are more susceptible 
to convective turbulence, introducing more scatter into the tilt angle of these regions 
as a result. Recent studies have observed the anti-correlation of scatter in the tilt angle 
to flux (Stenflo & Kosovichev 2012; Jiang et al. 2014).  Due to the noise in Joy’s law, 
it is important to note that recovering the dependence of tilt angle on latitude cannot 
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be done with a year’s worth of data in one hemisphere and that the correlation of tilt 
angle and latitude varies from cycle to cycle and hemisphere to hemisphere.   
 
While Coriolis forces acting on flows in a rising, expanding flux tube may 
contribute to the tilt angle, the extent of this force contribution remains undetermined. 
Divergent flow at the top of supergranular convective cells can also impart a tilt angle 
to bipolar regions through the Coriolis effect (Schmidt 1968; Weiss 1971).  It is 
difficult to separate whether the tilt angle is determined mainly from flows within the 
flux tube or flows from convection near the surface. As unorganized flux emerges 
from the center plume of a supergranule cell, divergent flow at the top pushes flux to 
the cell boundaries.  Footpoint separation distances and tilt angles in either hemisphere 
can be described by this anti-cyclonic motion at the top of supergranules.  This points 
to the question about the role of large-scale subsurface structures with regard to surface 
flux emergence (For a detailed discussion, see section 3.5, Cheung & Isobe 2014).  
Once flux emerges, it is still a point of debate whether near-surface processes organize 
the flux into sunspot regions or whether the sunspot region was pre-existing as a 
subsurface structure.  
 
 
1.7  Statement of Thesis Objectives 
 
This thesis aims to use analysis of the time dependence of sunspot locations 
and other physical characteristics to provide an improved empirical basis for 
theoretical modeling of the emergence of small-scale surface magnetic fields and the 
underlying magnetic dynamo. The particular objectives of the research are to (1) refine 
Joy’s law of sunspots, (2) check the accuracy of the classification of bipolar sunspot 
regions in accordance with Hale’s polarity law, and (3) search for evidence of a second 
distinct sunspot population indicative of the earliest visible phase of sunspot 
emergence. Taken together these studies can be used to provide a more complete 
picture of sunspot behavior, to better constrain models of the dynamo generation and 
convective emergence of small-scale solar magnetic fields. 
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2 Recovering Joy’s Law as a Function of 
Solar Cycle, Hemisphere, and 
Longitude 
 
 
It is believed that magnetic fields generated at the base of the convective zone become 
buoyant and rise as toroidal flux tubes. Oriented in the East–West direction, flux tube 
loops emerge from the solar surface to form sunspots. Observations of bipolar 
sunspots, on average, show leading spots closer to the Equator than following spots. 
Known as Joy’s law, this was first published by Hale et al. (1919) after statistical 
analysis showed that the mean tilt angle of bipolar sunspots increased with latitude in 
both hemispheres. Joy’s law has traditionally been interpreted as the Coriolis force 
operating in the separate hemispheres on motion in the rising magnetic flux tubes. 
Coriolis forces dissipate once flux tube emergence ends and tilt should relax to zero, 
but observations made by Howard (2000) showed tilt trending towards average, 
nonzero values after emergence. Babcock (1961) proposed that tilt is due to a spiral 
orientation of initial magnetic-field lines prior to emergence. Tilt angle dependence on 
the latitude has been confirmed by many authors (Howard 1991; Wang & Sheeley 
1991; Sivaraman, Gupta, & Howard 1993, 1999) and provides constraints on the 
magnetic-field strength of the flux tubes which emerge to form the observed active 
regions (D’Silva & Howard 1993; Schüssler et al. 1994). 
 
We analyze the tilt angles independently by hemisphere. Since the transport of 
magnetic fields in Babcock–Leighton dynamo models (Babcock 1961; Leighton 1964, 
1969) is partly achieved through a meridional-circulation cell seated in an individual 
hemisphere, the Northern and Southern Hemispheres can become decoupled to some 
degree (Dikpati & Gilman 2001; Chatterjee, Nandy, & Choudhuri 2004). While it is 
obvious from the butterfly diagram that some degree of cross-hemispheric coupling 
prevents the hemispheres from becoming grossly out of phase (at least for solar cycles 
observed since the late 1800s), nevertheless, hemispheric phase lags are observed. For 
example, the polar-field reversals in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres occurred 
half a year apart during Cycle 23 (Durrant & Wilson 2002; Norton & Gallagher 2010), 
and the Northern Hemisphere led the Southern by 19 months in the declining phase of 
Cycle 20 (Norton & Gallagher 2010), while hemispheres have been observed to be up 
to two years out of phase. 
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In addition to temporal phase lags between the hemispheres, it is common that 
one hemisphere dominates the other in the production of sunspot numbers and sunspot 
area (Temmer et al. 2006). McIntosh et al. (2013) suggest that hemispheric asymmetry 
is a normal ingredient of the solar cycle and has important consequences in the 
structuring of the heliosphere. Charbonneau (2007) finds a “rich variety of behavior 
characterizing the two-hemisphere dynamo solution” including intermittency (a 
cessation of sunspot production similar to the Maunder Minimum) operating 
independently in separate hemispheres. Data analysis separated into hemispheres is 
critical to avoid blurring a signal that may be distinct in isolated hemispheres. 
 
A tipping (m = 1 mode) or warping (m > 1 mode) of the toroidal magnetic band 
in the solar interior with respect to the equatorial plane in one or both hemispheres due 
to an MHD instability, as proposed by Cally, Dikpati, and Gilman (2003) and observed 
by Norton and Gilman (2005), would impart initial tilt angles dependent on longitude 
prior to a flux rope’s rise through the convection zone. An m = 0 instability is expected 
for toroidal fields stronger than 50 kG on average, whereas m > 0 is more likely for 
weaker toroidal fields. The growth of the tipping or deformation, and whether it is 
symmetric or asymmetric across the Equator, depends in part upon the width of the 
toroidal band (Cally, Dikpati, & Gilman 2003). A toroidal field tipped with respect to 
the Equator would not produce a different mean tilt angle averaged over longitude and 
latitude for a given cycle, but it would increase the scatter of the mean tilt angle. It 
could also explain why the tilt does not relax to zero after the active region has fully 
emerged, as observed by Kosovichev and Stenflo (2008) and summarized nicely as 
follows: “It may be that Joy’s law reflects not the dynamics of the rising flux tube, but 
the spiral orientation of the toroidal magnetic field lines below the surface as suggested 
by Babcock (1961).” We argue that Joy’s law is due to a combination of both the 
Coriolis force’s acting on the rising flux as it rises as well as an initial tilt imparted to 
the flux rope from the toroidal geometry that it retains. We search for a dependence of 
tilt angle on longitude as well as a dependence of noise in the mean tilt angle as a 
function of solar-cycle strength. It also appears that the tilt angle is inherently noisy, 
presumably due to the turbulent convection that is encountered by the flux ropes during 
their rise. However, Stenflo and Kosovichev (2012) argue that the many examples of 
large bipolar active regions with tilts that differ from the expected Joy’s law angle by 
90° are not simply regions buffeted by turbulent convection, but instead are regions 
from a different flux system that coexists at any given latitude. 
 
 
2.1  Data 
 
We use sunspot data derived from white light images taken daily from 1917 to 1985 
at Mount Wilson Observatory1.  The data allow for observations of solar cycles 16 
through 20 in their entirety.  The first 4 years of solar cycle 15 and the last year of 
solar cycle 21 were not observed at Mt. Wilson.  Sunspot area and umbral position 
                                                 
1ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR_DATA/SUNSPOT_REGIONS/Mt_Wilson_Tilt/ 
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information were digitized from the white light images by Howard, Gilman, and 
Gilman (1984) and further refined by Howard, Gupta, and Sivaraman (1999).   
 
Sunspots were grouped by proximity if they lay within 3° latitude or 5° 
longitude of another spot in a particular group.  The mass center of the group was 
computed, then the portion to the east (west) was defined as the leading (following) 
portion of the group.  Howard (1991) determined the tilt angle, γ, of a sunspot group 
using tan ߛ ൌ ∆ߠሺ∆ߣܿ݋ݏߠሻ, where ߠ is the central latitude of the sunspot group and 
∆ߠ	and	∆ߣ represent the latitudinal and longitudinal differences, respectfully, between 
the area-weighted centers of the leading and following regions. 
 
No lifetime information is available from this data set since groups were not 
tracked for more than two consecutive days. See Howard, Gilman, and Gilman (1984) 
and Howard, Gilman, and Sivaraman (1999) for detailed descriptions of image 
digitizing and data reduction techniques for the observed bipolar sunspot regions. 
 
 
2.2  Recovering Joy’s Law 
 
Furthering work by Howard (1996) and others, we examine bipolar active region tilt 
angles observed at the Mt. Wilson Observatory. We also record tilt angle dependence 
on hemisphere, solar cycle, latitude, and longitude (dependence on longitude is 
discussed in Section 2.4). In Figure 2.1, mean tilt-angle values as a function of latitude 
for each hemisphere are shown averaged over Solar Cycles 16 to 21 for data collected 
at the Mt. Wilson Observatory between 1923 and 1985. Cycle 15 began in 1913, but 
Mt. Wilson observations for this data did not begin until 1917, near solar maximum of 
this cycle. We excluded Cycle 15 from this analysis, as it is an incomplete 
representation of a solar cycle. Mt. Wilson data are not available for the end of Solar 
Cycle 21 from January 1986 to September 1986. However, the monthly smoothed 
sunspot number had dropped to around 12.2 by January 1986. At most, this would 
have amounted to approximately 110 spots versus the 4000 pairs in this cycle. After 
removing single sunspots from analysis, the effect on overall results would have been 
negligible; therefore, Cycle 21 is included. The only regions excluded were individual 
spots, i.e. groups that did not have at least one sunspot in both the leading and 
following portions of a group. These were indexed in the Mt. Wilson data with a tilt 
angle of zero. Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010) thoroughly investigated entries with a zero tilt 
angle and found only one data point that corresponded to a true tilt value of zero; all 
others were single sunspots whose tilt angle could not be defined. The sample standard 
deviation of each latitudinal bin is divided by the square root of the bin population 
number and overplotted as standard error bars. 
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Figure 2.1 Tilt angle as a function of latitude, Northern (diamond) and Southern 
(triangle) Hemispheres, for Solar Cycles 16 to 21. Data were binned in 3° of latitude. 
Standard errors of the mean are overplotted as error bars. Common Joy’s law equations 
are plotted for reference: Wang and Sheeley (1991), Equation (2.1), dashed-dot-dot; 
Leighton (1969), Equation (2.2), large dash-dot; Norton and Gilman (2005), Equation 
(2.3), small dash-dot; Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010), Equation (2.4), solid. Linear fit 
Equation (2.5) for Northern Hemisphere data (dash) and Equation (2.6) for Southern 
Hemisphere data (dot) are also shown. 
 
 
Empirical Joy’s law equations from previous works are also plotted in Figure 
2.1 as described by Wang and Sheeley (1991) as Equation (2.1), Leighton (1969) as 
Equation (2.2), Norton and Gilman (2005) as Equation (2.3), and Dasi-Espuig et al. 
(2010) as Equation (2.4): 
sin γ = 0.48 sin θ + 0.03 (2.1) 
sin γ = 0.5 sin θ (2.2) 
γ = 0.2 θ + 2.0 (2.3) 
γ = (0.26 ± 0.05) θ (2.4) 
 
where γ is tilt angle and θ is latitude. Southern Hemisphere latitudes are considered 
positive for plotting purposes. Tilt angles in both hemispheres are considered positive 
if the leading spot is closer to the Equator than the following spot. 
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In order to understand Equations (2.1)–(2.4), some background on data and 
analysis is in order. Equation (2.1) was formulated by Wang and Sheeley (1991) after 
an analysis of National Solar Observatory/Kitt Peak data, utilizing 2710 
magnetograms of bipolar magnetic regions (BMRs) collected during Solar Cycle 21. 
Tilt angles were determined by hand, analyzing magnetogram prints at a time of 
approximate peak flux for each BMR. Averages were flux weighted and taken over 
sine-latitude bins of width 0.05 (approximately 3°). Equation (2.2) was formulated by 
Leighton (1969), who approximated Joy’s law from measurements by Brunner (1930). 
Norton and Gilman (2005) implemented Joy’s law as part of a sunspot behavior model, 
and Equation (2.3) is the best fit to an average of tilt angle as a function of latitude for 
over 650 active regions observed in Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) data from 
1996–2004 (Norton & Gilman 2004). Equation (2.4) was determined by Dasi-Espuig 
et al. (2010) using available Mt. Wilson data, including the latter part of Solar Cycle 
15 to most of Cycle 21. The data were binned by 5° latitude and area-weighted in an 
effort to reduce scatter, and linear fits were forced through the origin for Equation 
(2.4). 
 
We find a linear fit for the relationship of the northern and southern average 
tilt angles as a function of latitude to be: 
 
γN = 0.26 θ + 0.58 (or sin γN = 0.271 sin θ + 0.010) (2.5)
γS = 0.13 θ + 1.38 (or sin γS = 0.425 sin θ + 0.024) (2.6)
 
The values of the binned, average tilt angles observed at the higher latitudes are not 
well fit by the Wang and Sheeley (1991) or previous historical Joy’s law equations. 
We propose an updated Joy’s law with a lower slope between 0.13–0.26, as seen in 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) for the Northern and the Southern Hemisphere determined 
using Mt. Wilson data from Cycles 16 to 21. The linear correlation coefficient for 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are 0.96 and 0.65 for the Northern and Southern 
Hemispheres, respectively. The correlation coefficient (−1 ≤ r ≤ 1) measures the 
strength of the linear relationship between two variables and is defined as the 
covariance of the two variables divided by the product of their standard deviations. 
Values of −1 and 1 indicate a perfect inverse or direct relationship, respectively. We 
correlate the binned, mean tilt angle and latitude. 
 
The hemispheric, linear fits to Joy’s law are more consistent with the result of 
Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010), who report a lower slope value of 0.26–0.28, than with the 
equations from the 1990s and prior that had higher slopes. We also propose that the 
Joy’s law equation should not be forced through the origin. It is reasonable that the 
slope reported by Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010) is higher than the slope reported here 
because they force the fit through the origin, which we do not. We justify our approach 
as being purely observational. If we did force the fit through the origin, our slopes in 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) would increase to be 0.29 and 0.20 in the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres, respectively. The data here consistently demonstrate that Joy’s 
law does vary by hemisphere. It is possible that the mechanisms responsible for tilt 
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angles in each hemisphere have a canceling effect on tilt near the Equator and therefore 
are not an accurate indication of Joy’s law by hemisphere. 
 
The results of Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010), showing that tilt angle is variable as a 
function of solar cycle, are noteworthy. Our initial attempts to recover Joy’s law for 
each hemisphere and solar cycle were frustrating due to the fact that Joy’s law only 
appears weakly (Figure 2.2). Cycle 16 had a low population (<25) in the first (0–3°) 
and last (27–30°) bins, resulting in large error bars. These bins were subsequently 
removed from all individual cycle plots for consistency. The data are poorly fit by a 
linear function in most cases. The linear correlation coefficients range from r = 0.18 
(Cycle 17 North, Cycle 19 South) to r = 0.86 (Cycle 20 North). The large amount of 
scatter and high noise apparent in Joy’s law is interesting, because it indicates that a 
stochastic process is competing with the mechanism that determines the tilt angles. 
The stochastic process dominating Joy’s law on the short time scale is considered to 
be turbulent convection imparting random tilt angles to the rising flux tubes (Fisher, 
Fan, & Howard 1995; Weber et al. 2013). We agree with Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010), 
who state that “no clear difference could be determined between the slopes of Joy’s 
law from cycle to cycle,” as can be seen in Figure 2.2; therefore, we use the mean tilt 
value from each hemisphere for each cycle to analyze the hemispheric differences. 
 
It is possible that the recovery of a mean bipolar region tilt angle and scatter 
for a given solar cycle can be used as a diagnostic for that cycle, i.e. the strength of 
the cycle as indicated by Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010) or the geometry/orientation of the 
toroidal fields from which the flux ropes begin their initial rise (Babcock 1961; Norton 
& Gilman 2004). Simulations by Weber et al. (2013) of thin flux tubes rising through 
solar-like turbulent convection show how much the tilt-angle scatter increases with 
decreasing flux and field strength. Therefore, quantifying the scatter in Joy’s law can 
constrain the flux and field strength within the context of their model; i.e. a larger 
scatter is indicative of flux tubes dominated by convection instead of magnetic 
buoyancy. In addition, since smaller average tilt angles minimize the amount of active-
region flux that becomes the poloidal field, a smaller average tilt angle leads to a 
weaker polar cap mean field strength (Petrie 2012). 
We are uncertain why specific bins in the Southern Hemisphere showed such 
different behavior from the other bins. We found that late in all solar cycles (except 
Solar Cycle 20) aberrant activity occurred at the 18–21° latitudes. In particular, the 
Southern Hemisphere during Cycle 19 is very disorganized, with the high-latitude bins 
of 18–21° (304 regions, 24 %) and 24–27° (150 regions, 12 %) having negative mean 
tilt values, meaning that these bipolar regions have a following spot closer to the 
Equator than the leading spot. The Southern Hemispheric tilt angles for Cycle 19 are 
responsible for the low mean tilt angles for the whole Sun in Cycle 19 as reported by 
Dasi Espuig et al. (2010, see their Table 2.1). It would be of interest to study this in 
more detail and better understand the conditions favorable for aberrant configurations, 
i.e. anti-Hale and negative tilt angles, to occur. 
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Figure 2.2: Tilt angle as a function of latitude for the Northern (diamond) and Southern 
(triangle) Hemispheres for Solar Cycles 16–21 are shown in panels (a)–(f), 
respectively. Data were binned in 3° of latitude. Standard errors of the mean are 
overplotted as error bars. Linear fits to Northern (dash) and Southern (dot) Hemisphere 
data are shown with linear correlation coefficients [rN, rS] included in the legends. 
 
 
2.3  Joy’s Law as a Function of Hemisphere 
 
The average tilt angle and standard error of the mean for each hemisphere for Solar 
Cycles 16 to 21 are given in Table 2.1. The standard error of the mean was calculated 
as the sample standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample number. 
Differences in Joy’s law between hemispheres are poorly determined (below the two-
σ level) for Cycles 16, 17, 20, and 21. However, Cycles 18 and 19 as well as the data 
averaged over all cycles show a significant difference between hemispheres. These 
findings are indicative that Joy’s law varies by hemisphere and by solar cycle. 
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Table 2.1: Mean tilt angle in degrees for Northern [γN] and Southern Hemisphere 
[γS] with standard deviation of mean [σγ] for Solar Cycles 16 to 21. The difference 
of hemispheric mean tilt angle and statistical significance are also shown. 
Solar Cycle ൫̅ߛ േ ߪఊഥ൯ே ሺ̅ߛ േ ߪఊഥሻௌ ∆̅ߛ ൌ |̅ߛே െ ̅ߛௌ| ∆̅ߛ
ටߪఊഥಿଶ ൅ ߪఊഥೄଶ
 
16 3.8° ± 0.73 4.4° ± 0.81 0.6 0.3 
17 5.4° ± 0.70 4.0° ± 0.71 1.4 1.4 
18 5.7°  ± 0.61 2.9°  ± 0.60 2.8 3.3 
19 4.6° ± 0.53 1.8° ± 0.59 2.8 3.5 
20 3.5° ± 0.60 4.8° ± 0.66 1.3 1.5 
21 5.0° ± 0.67 4.4° ± 0.68 0.6 0.6 
16 – 21 4.7° ± 0.26 3.6° ± 0.27 1.1 3.0 
 
 
 
Using the results in Table 2.1, we attempt to answer the following questions: 
Is there a significant difference between Northern and Southern Hemispheric mean 
tilt? The last row of Table 2.1 indicates that, yes, there is a significant difference of 
mean tilt at a three-σ level. Do the hemispheric differences in mean tilt values change 
from cycle to cycle? We find an average value of ∆̅ߛ over all six cycles equal to 1.5 
with a statistical significance of nearly four-σ (3.9). Therefore, we are convinced that 
there is significant variation in hemispheric mean tilts from cycle to cycle. 
 
We agree with Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010) that a revision of Joy’s law is 
necessary. Their conclusion that a relationship exists between cycle strength and mean 
tilt is intriguing, and we attempted to confirm this result. We used the values reported 
by Goel and Choudhuri (2009) of total sunspot area in micro-hemispheres by solar 
cycle and hemisphere [AN, AS] for Cycles 15 through 21. Cycle 15 data were only 
available from just prior to solar maximum until the end of the cycle. The minimal 
effects of data missing from the last nine months of Cycle 21 are discussed in Section 
2.2. Sunspot area is used as a proxy for cycle strength (Solanki & Schmidt 1993). Areas 
were calculated from Royal Greenwich Observatory data. We compare total sunspot 
area to mean tilt separated by hemisphere and solar cycle in Table 2.2.  Assuming that 
a larger total sunspot area indicates a stronger cycle and that hemispheric differences 
exist within each cycle, we find evidence of the same inverse relationship as Dasi-
Espuig et al. (2010) such that a stronger cycle produces less average tilt. 
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Table 2.2: Sunspot area [104 μ-hemispheres], mean tilt angle [γ], mean tilt angle 
normalized by mean latitude γ/λ, and area-weighted mean tilt angle normalized by 
mean latitude (γ/λ)ω values are provided for Northern and Southern Hemispheres 
and total Sun for Solar Cycles 15–21. The correlation of mean tilt with sunspot area 
was measured as the correlation coefficient [r] for each hemisphere and total-Sun 
values. Cycle 15 data were only available after solar maximum. 
Solar Cycle 
 15* 16 17 18 19 20 21 r 
AN 4.3 4.7 6.0 7.4 10.6 6.9 7.5 
ࢽഥࡺ 4.1° 3.8° 5.4° 5.7° 4.6° 3.5° 5.0° 0.25
ࢽഥࡺ/ࣅത 0.35 0.27 0.36 0.37 0.26 0.24 0.33 −0.17
ሺࢽഥࡺ/ࣅതሻ࣓ 0.45 0.29 0.50 0.46 0.30 0.32 0.40 −0.29
AS 3.6 3.9 6.0 7.0 7.4 4.9 7.8 
ࢽഥࡿ 3.7° 4.4° 4.0° 2.9° 1.8° 4.8° 4.4° −0.45
ࢽഥࡿ/ࣅത 0.27 0.32 0.28 0.20 0.12 0.35 0.29 −0.67
ሺࢽഥࡿ/ࣅതሻ࣓ 0.43 0.43 0.27 0.29 0.11 0.33 0.28 −0.83
࡭࢚࢕࢚ 7.9 8.6 12.0 14.5 18.0 11.9 15.3 ࢽഥ࢚࢕࢚ 3.9° 4.2° 4.7° 4.3° 3.4° 4.1° 4.7° −0.16
ࢽഥ࢚࢕࢚/ࣅത 0.31 0.30 0.32 0.29 0.20 0.29 0.31 −0.64
ሺࢽഥ࢚࢕࢚/ࣅതሻ࣓ 0.44 0.35 0.39 0.38 0.23 0.32 0.34 −0.75
 
 
 
In Figure 2.3, the area-weighted mean tilt values normalized by mean latitude 
(see	ሺ̅ߛ/̅ߣሻఠ in Table 2.2) are plotted as a function of total sunspot area for Solar Cycles 
15 to 21 for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres as well as the total Sun. Dasi-
Espuig et al. (2010) used area-weighting to give larger and, therefore, less scattered 
groups more influence on mean tilt. The mean latitude of sunspot emergence decreases 
and approaches zero as the solar cycle progresses. Normalizing by latitude removes 
that latitudinal bias and allows for the inclusion of incomplete cycles in our analysis. 
Linear regression lines are fit to normalized mean tilt and sunspot area for each 
hemisphere. Correlation coefficients [r] are found to be rN = −0.29, rS = −0.83, rtot = 
−0.75 for the Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, and total-Sun values. 
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Figure 2.3: Area-weighted mean tilt angle normalized by mean latitude (degrees) as a 
function of sunspot area [μ-hemispheres] for Cycles 15 to 21. Panel (a) shows 
Northern Hemisphere (diamond, dashed line) and Southern Hemisphere (triangle, 
dotted line), and panel (b) shows the total-Sun sunspot area divided by two. Linear 
correlation coefficients [r] for each hemisphere and total Sun are rN = −0.29, rS = −0.83, 
rtot = −0.75.  
 
 
There is an inverse correlation of area-weighted mean tilt to sunspot area and, 
by proxy, cycle strength in the Southern Hemisphere. The probability is 2.1 % that the 
linear correlation coefficient of rS = −0.83 in the South is due to chance. Total-Sun 
values also suggest an inverse relationship of area-weighted mean tilt angle values 
with cycle strength, the correlation coefficient rtot = −0.75 having a 5.0 % probability 
of chance. The correlation between mean tilt and cycle strength in the Northern 
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Hemisphere is insignificant. The smallest chance probabilities of 2.1 % and 5.0 % for 
the Southern Hemisphere and total-Sun correlations are at or below the usual 
significance level of 5 %, and therefore we confirm that there exists a statistically 
significant negative correlation between area-weighted mean tilt value and cycle 
strength as measured by sunspot area in the Southern Hemisphere and the whole-Sun 
data. 
 
 
2.4  Joy’s Law as a Function of Longitude: Searching for 
Evidence of a Tipped Toroidal Field in Tilt Angle Data 
 
If toroidal magnetic fields at the base of the convection zone in each hemisphere were 
tipped with respect to the equatorial plane, as proposed in theory by Cally, Dikpati, 
and Gilman (2003) and observations (Norton & Gilman 2005), then flux tubes would 
begin their rise through the convection zone with a tilt dependent on longitude. This 
might be observable as a pattern when tilt angles in each hemisphere are studied as a 
function of longitude. It is well established that active longitudes appear during each 
solar cycle and certain longitudes host active regions repeatedly over time (De Toma, 
White, & Harvey 2000). If an m = 1 instability were present, we would expect to see 
a sinusoidal pattern. 
 
To reveal longitudinal structure, possibly relating to the orientation of the 
toroidal field in each hemisphere, we separated tilt data by hemisphere and solar cycle. 
Active-region tilt angles as a function of longitude were plotted for the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres for all solar cycles, with data binned into 20° longitudes, then 
averaged. Plots for Cycles 18–20 are presented in Figure 2.4(a)–(f). We expected an 
m = 1 sinusoidal pattern suggestive of a tipped toroidal field in each hemisphere. We 
attempted to fit the data with sinusoidal curves representing m = 1 through m = 8 
patterns with various amplitudes. No fit to the data was statistically significant. 
Therefore, we report no longitudinal dependence in Joy’s law. 
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Figure 2.4: Tilt angle as a function of longitude.  Solar Cycles 18 – 20. Northern (a) – 
(c) and Southern Hemispheres (d) – (f).  Data were binned 20° in longitude.  Standard 
deviations of tilt angle for all sunspot groups in each longitudinal bin are overplotted 
as error bars. 
 
 
If a tipped toroidal field were only present for one to two years during a solar 
cycle, this might prevent a tilt-angle dependence on longitude to be decipherable when 
averaging over ≈11 years. However, it may be possible to see an increased scatter in 
the tilt-angle values for a solar cycle that has a tipped toroidal field compared to a cycle 
without one. For this reason, we determined the standard deviation (not the standard 
deviation of the mean) for the average tilt angle as a function of hemisphere and cycle 
(see Table 2.3). The standard-deviation values have a very small range, from 29.3–
31.2°, even though the strength of the cycle, shown as sunspot area, varies a great deal. 
The errors of the standard deviation values shown in Table 2.3 range from 0.53–0.81°. 
The small range of standard deviation values indicates that the source of scatter in the 
tilt angles is due to a process that is nearly identical from one cycle and hemisphere to 
the next. The values shown in Table 2.3 do not support the presence of a tilting or 
deformation of the toroidal band in the solar interior since there is no difference in 
scatter of observed tilt angles at the surface between one cycle and the next. We agree 
with Fisher, Fan, and Howard (1995) that the very small range of the standard 
deviations of the tilt angle (referred to as rms tilt in their article) are consistent with a 
process such as the buffeting by convection that is persistent in scale as a function of 
longitude and latitude and similar from one cycle to the next. 
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Table 2.3: Cycle strength in terms of the sunspot area [104 μ-hemispheres] and 
the standard deviation [σγ] (not the standard deviation of the mean) in the mean 
tilt angle for the bipolar regions of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres for 
Cycles 16–21. 
Cycle 16 17 18 19 20 21 
AN 4.7 6.0 7.4 10.6 6.9 7.5 
σγ 29.6° 30.5° 30.0° 31.2° 29.6° 29.8° 
AS 3.9 6.0 7.0 7.4 4.9 7.8 
σγ 30.6° 31.0° 30.4° 29.6° 29.3° 29.7° 
 
 
 
2.5  Discussion 
 
We determined that the mean tilt angle observed in Solar Cycles 16 to 21 was 
significantly different in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Hemispheric 
differences up to 2.8° in average tilt angle persist across solar cycles. We suggest a 
revision to Joy’s law equations with a weaker dependence on latitude (slopes of 0.26 
and 0.13 for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres were found) and more attention 
paid to the differences between hemispheres and cycles. We did not force the linear fit 
through the origin as Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010) did in their analysis. It is possible that 
bipolar active regions at the Equator have mean tilt angles of zero because the sampling 
is an aggregate of flux activity from both hemispheres. If we do force the fits through 
the origin, we find slopes of 0.29 and 0.20 for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, 
compared to 0.26 reported by Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010). Weber et al. (2013) simulate 
rising flux tubes, including the effect of convection, and produce an expected slope for 
Joy’s law dependent upon the strength of the source toroidal field and total flux in the 
tube. Our slope values of 0.29 and 0.20 in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are 
consistent with field strengths of 15 kG in the interior and flux ropes containing 
between 1020 and 1021 Mx. 
 
We confirm the results of Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010) that whole-Sun mean tilt 
angles, weighted by area and normalized by latitude, for Cycles 16 to 21 show a 
statistically significant negative correlation with cycle strength (see Figure 2.3b). A 
tilt-angle dependence upon cycle strength is a feedback mechanism in which the Sun 
can regulate sunspot-cycle amplitudes; i.e. a stronger cycle produces a smaller tilt 
angle and therefore a weaker poloidal seed field for the n + 1 cycle (Cameron & 
Schüssler 2012). Jiang et al. (2010) study the effect of meridional-flow perturbations 
and find that larger perturbations reduce the tilt angle of bipolar magnetic regions and 
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thus diminish its contribution to the polar field. The perturbations are caused by near-
surface inflows towards the active-region band in each hemisphere, and the 
perturbation amplitude increases with stronger magnetic cycles. This mechanism may 
explain the observed anti-correlation between tilt angle and cycle strength. However, 
some doubts are cast on the results, because the Northern Hemisphere did not exhibit 
a statistically significant negative correlation with cycle strength, while the Southern 
Hemisphere did (see Figure 2.3a). We hope that this result reinforces the importance 
of isolating data by hemisphere. 
 
We searched for a non-axisymmetric mechanism at work by analyzing tilt 
angles as a function of longitude (see Figure 2.4 for Cycles 18–20). We attempted to 
fit the data with sinusoidal curves representing m = 1 through m = 8 patterns with 
various amplitudes. No fit to the data was statistically significant. Therefore, we find 
no evidence that tilt angles vary regularly in longitude. A toroidal field tipped with 
respect to the East–West direction would introduce a significant scatter into Joy’s law 
if the flux rope retained some of the original tilt imparted to it from the source toroidal 
field. Therefore, we calculated the standard deviation of the average tilt angle from 
each cycle and hemisphere. The values exhibited a narrow range from 29.3–31.2° even 
though the cycle strengths varied greatly (see Table 2.3). This does not support the 
presence of a tilting or deformation of the toroidal field but is consistent with a process 
such as the buffeting by convection that is persistent in scale in latitude and longitude 
and similar from one cycle to the next. 
 
Moreover, a bias towards reporting positive results regarding Joy’s law may 
have impeded progress on this topic that would benefit from identifying time periods 
in which Joy’s law cannot be recovered. These would be times in which the stochastic 
processes of turbulent convection dominate the tilt-producing mechanism thought to 
be the Coriolis force. The work by Weber et al. (2013) is a great step towards the 
ability to interpret the scatter of bipolar region tilt angles in any period of the solar 
cycle to constrain the toroidal field strength in the interior and the flux residing in the 
thin flux tubes. The standard deviation values of the average tilt angle shown in Table 
2.3 are consistent with Weber et al. (2013) simulations of flux tubes containing 1021 
Mx and forming from a toroidal field with a strength of 50 kG. 
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3 Re-Examining Sunspot Tilt Angle to 
Include Anti-Hale Statistics 
 
 
The ∼11 year pattern of sunspot activity begins at high latitudes (near ±30°) to form a 
latitudinal band of activity. The unsigned mean latitude of sunspot location decreases 
over time. This is observed as a drift in the hemispheric latitudinal bands towards the 
equator later in the cycle. Late cycle sunspots finally appear near the equator while the 
next solar cycle sunspots begin emerging at high latitudes. A diagram of sunspot 
latitude as a function of time over the course of a solar cycle resembles butterfly wings, 
as first noted by Maunder and Maunder (1922). We show a version of the butterfly 
diagram in Figure 3.1 using the Debrecen Photohelographic Data (DPD) described in 
the next section. Carrington (1858) first noticed that the average latitude of sunspot 
emergence becomes increasing equatorward as the solar cycle progresses. Maunder 
and Maunder (1922) said that the diagram “seems to suggest three butterflies pinned 
down to a board with their wings extended. Heads, bodies and legs have disappeared, 
but the outstretched wings remain. Each pair of wings is distinct from the next; there 
is a clear V-shaped gap between each of the two specimens.” 
 
Observations of magnetic flux (Hale et al. 1919) reveal sunspot groups have 
opposite polarities for leading and following spots with respect to solar rotation. The 
majority of the time, the leading spot of a bipolar magnetic region (BMR) has the 
opposite polarity to leading spots in the other hemisphere. With every solar cycle, the 
hemispheres alternate the dominant leading sunspot polarity as seen in Figure 3.2, 
courtesy of David Hathaway at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Hale’s law, as it 
is often called, denotes that if the northern hemisphere has a BMR configuration where 
the leading spot is positive and the following spot is negative, then the southern 
hemisphere would have the leading spot as negative and the following spot as positive. 
BMRs that have the opposite orientation from the expected polarities are considered 
anti-Hale. 
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Figure 3.1: Latitude of bipolar sunspots as a function of time from daily DPD 
observations. Portions of Solar Cycles 20 and 24 are visible at the left and right edges 
of the diagram, respectively, while all of Cycles 21-23 are shown. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Diagram of the magnetic field of the Sun. Yellow represents positive 
(outward) flux, blue represents negative (inward) flux. Hale’s law can be observed. 
Courtesy of NASA/MSFC/David Hathaway. 
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Leading spots, on average, are closer to the equator than following spots. The 
difference in the latitudinal location of the leading and following spots is related as a 
tilt in the angle between the equator and a line drawn between bipolar sunspot groups. 
Joy’s law describes how BMRs on the solar surface are tilted with respect to the east-
west equator of the Sun, with average tilt angle increasing as a function of increasing 
latitude. Sunspot tilt angle may inform us about the process by which bipolar magnetic 
activity originates and rises to the surface. The large scatter in tilt angles makes it 
difficult to recover Joy’s law for a single solar cycle or individual hemisphere 
(McClintock & Norton 2013). There is some indication that the slope of Joy’s law is 
anti-correlated with the strength of a solar cycle (Dasi-Espuig et al. 2010), although 
this is still under debate. 
 
Historical data used for the determination of BMR tilt angle have not included 
magnetic polarity information to correctly identify anti-Hale regions. Anti-Joy regions 
(those with the follower spot closer to the equator than the leading spot) are not 
necessarily anti-Hale (Tlatov et al. 2013). The existence of significant numbers of anti-
Hale spots has been argued as evidence that our current understanding of sunspot 
formation is incomplete, if not flawed. Stenflo and Kosovichev (2012) speculate that 
anti-Hale spots were caused by the existence of toroidal flux bands in opposite 
orientation at the same latitudinal in the interior. 
 
Tilt angle has been historically determined using white light observations from 
which magnetic polarity and anti-Hale information cannot be extracted. Observational 
studies of BMRs include polarity information, but many of the BMR studies include 
regions that are not sunspots since they do not have an umbra and penumbra seen in 
continuum intensity. The BMRs in these studies include smaller active regions without 
sufficient flux to form sunspots or former sunspot regions that have broken apart. One 
example is the work of Wang and Sheeley (1989) who observed 2706 BMRs with 
fluxes ≥ 3 × 1020 Mx from daily magnetograms obtained at the National Solar 
Observatory (NSO) during Solar Cycle 21 between 1976-1986. Using the expected 
polarity for that cycle, they classified 113 BMRs as anti-Hale or approximately 4%. 
Stenflo and Kosovichev (2012) using MDI/SOHO magnetograms confirmed 4% of 
mid-size to large BMRs between 1995-2011 were anti-Hale; however, smaller regions 
unlikely to form sunspots exceeded 25%. 
 
Others have reported similar low percentages of anti-Hale regions; 3.1% 
(Richardson 1948) and <5% (Smith & Howard 1967). However, these studies 
included in their total number of regions those that were not sunspots, regions that 
were unipolar, and poorly observed regions. (Note: tilt angles were not determined for 
the unipolar regions, but they were counted as part of the total number of regions to 
determine a percentage.) Khlystova and Sokoloff (2009) noted that their determination 
of 4.9% anti-Hale of bipolar sunspot regions might be low due to regions not properly 
recorded as anti-Hale in the data. Harvey (1992) used Mount Wilson sunspot polarity 
drawings and NSO full-disk magnetograms to propose that anti-Hale regions at high 
latitudes may be an indication of the next solar cycle starting earlier than previously 
established. This is an obvious problem if a single date is used to separate one cycle 
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from another. We avoid this problem by separating the distinct cycles as a function of 
time and latitude so that high-latitude new cycle spots can be correctly identified and 
not mistaken for anti-Hale regions. 
 
Maunder and Maunder (1904) noticed that the Southern hemisphere was 
producing spots on and across the Equator for Solar Cycle 12. He states “Though the 
diagram shows clearly that there is but a single spot-zone in either hemisphere in each 
of these two cycles, a zone which moves in general accordance with Spőrer’s curves, 
it reveals a striking and unexpected fact – namely, that the southern current not only 
reaches the equator, but crosses it. The limit which bounds spot-distribution in the 
southern hemisphere on the equatorial side can be traced not only as far as the equator, 
but beyond it.” Spőrer’s curves represent the progressive migration of sunspot mean 
latitude toward the Equator over the course of a solar cycle (Spőrer 1890). Throughout 
this paper, we make a distinction between the magnetic and heliographic equators. 
Zolotova et al. (2009) define the magnetic equator as the difference in latitude of 
sunspot production between the hemispheres. We define magnetic equator in a similar 
fashion using only sunspot group latitudes. We explore whether a percentage of anti-
Hale regions near the Equator are due to Northern polarity spots appearing below the 
heliographic equator or vice versa. 
 
 
3.1  Data 
 
The Debrecen Photohelographic Data (DPD),2 spanning dates from 1974 January 2 to 
the present, consist of daily white light images taken primarily at the Heliophysical 
Observatory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (Győri et al. 2011). Our collection 
from 1974 January 2 to 2014 February 27 is based on 38,852 daily measurements of 
tilt angle and latitude (Figure 3.1). We average latitude and tilt over the life of each 
region, resulting in 6968 sunspot regions. At the time of publication, data were still 
under preparation for 1980 to 1985 due to missing plates. Note that the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences houses a similar data set using hourly MDI observations known 
as SOHO/MDI-Debrecen Data (SDD) with dates ranging from 1996 May 19 to 2010 
December 31, although we are not utilizing the SDD data in this paper because they 
only contain one cycle and do not currently offer advantages over the DPD data other 
than an hourly cadence and coverage uninterrupted by poor atmospheric conditions. 
The SDD data use the polarity of sunspots only “to separate to the following or leading 
portion of the group independently from the geometrical position of spots” and do not 
indicate “whether the polarities of the leading and following part follows the Hale’ 
polarity law or not, the leading part is always that part which is in the leading position 
according to its longitude.”3 The SDD data has the potential to report on Hale’s polarity 
law and record a full 360° range of tilt angles. We hope this paper emphasizes the 
importance of anti-Hale statistics in order to encourage catalogues like SDD or 
                                                 
2http://fenyi.solarobs.unideb.hu/DPD/index.html	
3ftp://fenyi.solarobs.unideb.hu/pub/SDD/additional/tilt_angle/Readme.txt 
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STARA4 (another sunspot catalogue using MDI and HMI data) to include polarity 
information with full tilt angle ranges. 
 
Li and Ulrich (2012) collected data from 1974 to 2012 using primarily Mount 
Wilson Observatory daily sunspot records and daily averaged magnetograms as well 
as MDI/SOHO magnetograms from 1996 to 2010. Approximately 30,600 sunspot tilt 
angles were recorded with magnetic polarity information. Only sunspot data were 
included, meaning there were no smaller magnetic regions that were not visible in 
white light images included in their sample. Instead of plotting daily values, we 
average latitude and tilt over the life of each sunspot region, which provides a data set 
of 8377 bipolar sunspot regions. See Li and Ulrich (2012) for all details and 
methodology, which include the assigning of ellipsoidal boundaries and centroids of 
polarity for active regions. 
 
Magnetic information in historical data sets (Table 3.1) may have been used to 
identify that a certain spot group was bipolar, but not to establish a true magnetic tilt 
angle based on the dominant leading polarity for the hemisphere and solar cycle (i.e., 
tilt angles in historical data are limited to ±90° not 0−360°). Data of this type are flawed 
because anti-Hale regions are not recorded as such. All data in Table 3.1 report tilt 
angles in the southern hemisphere as positive if the leading sunspot is closer to the 
equator than the following spot, regardless of the polarity of the leading sunspot. It 
was only the combination of magnetic polarity information with sunspot data by Li 
and Ulrich (2012) that allows for the reporting and analysis of anti-Hale sunspot 
activity. 
 
 
 
Table 3.1: Data Containing Tilt Angle Measurements without Anti-Hale Information. 
Data Dates Cadence 
Mount Wilson (MW) 1917-1985 daily 
Kodaikanal (KK) 1906-1987 daily 
Debrecen Photohelographic Data (DPD) 1974-2014 daily 
SOHO/MDI-Debrecen Data (SDD) 1996-2010 hourly 
SDO/HMI-Debrecen Sunspot Data (HMIDD) 2010-2013 hourly 
 
 
 
3.2  Adding Tilt Angle to Butterfly Diagrams 
 
Variations in the way the butterfly diagram is plotted can illustrate characteristics of 
the solar cycle beyond the simple fact that sunspots move equatorward over time. For 
example, if sunspot area is included, as shown in Figure 3.3 and originally produced 
by Hathaway et al. (2003), then details regarding the times of greatest sunspot area 
                                                 
4http://www.nso.edu/staff/fwatson/STARA/catalogue 
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production are evident roughly in the center of the butterfly wings. Ternullo (2007, 
2010) further studied the density of sunspot area as a function of time and latitude and 
found that in any hemisphere the activity is split into two or more distinct activity 
waves drifting equatorward. We explore whether the depiction of the bipolar sunspot 
region tilt angles as plotted in the classical butterfly diagram format can tell us 
anything more about the solar dynamo. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Daily mean sunspot area per each solar rotation plotted as a function of 
time and latitude. Areas are binned in 50 equal-area latitude strips. The relative area 
of the sunspot group is illustrated with black, red, and yellow as areas of increasing 
size. Courtesy of NASA/MSFC/David Hathaway. 
 
 
Using magnetic polarity information, Li and Ulrich (2012) defined tilt angle 
from the west to produce a range of -180° to 180°. We define tilt angle in similar 
fashion, measuring tilt angle counterclockwise from the north to produce a full range 
of 360° as well (Figure 3.4), rather than the traditional tilt angle range of -90° to 90° 
used in other data sets, such as those listed in Table 3.1. Our tilt angles have the same 
range as Li and Ulrich, however by comparison we would define an angle of 90° by Li 
and Ulrich as 0° in our orientation from the north. 
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Figure 3.4: “P” is positive polarity, “N” is negative. (a) An example of expected tilt 
angles for Solar Cycle 24. We would expect tilt angles to average slightly less than 90° 
and slightly more than 270° for this cycle. (b) The dominant leading polarity in the 
northern hemisphere for Solar Cycle 24 is negative. A northern hemisphere tilt angle 
of 20° from the equator would be 70°. (c) A southern hemisphere tilt angle of 20° from 
the equator would be 290°. Li and Ulrich (2012) defined tilt angle from the west to 
produce a similar range of 360°. 
 
 
Examples of expected tilt angles for Solar Cycle 24 are included in Figure 3.4 
for reference. We define anti-Hale tilt angles in Solar Cycles 20, 22, and 24 for the 
northern (southern) hemisphere as between 0° and 180° (180° and 360°). For Cycles 21 
and 23, anti-Hale in the northern (southern) hemisphere is between 180° and 360° (0° 
and 180°). We would expect tilt angles in Cycle 24 for example to average slightly less 
than 90° in the Northern hemisphere and slightly more than 270° in the Southern 
hemisphere according to our definition of tilt angle. 
 
Solar Cycles 20 to 24 are plotted from Li and Ulrich data to include tilt angle 
as measured counterclockwise from the north (Figure 3.5). The latitude of the sunspot 
group is an average of area-weighted latitude determinations of leading and following 
sunspot umbrae. Solar Cycles 20, 22, and 24 have a negative (positive) leading sunspot 
in the northern (southern) hemisphere. Solar Cycles 21 and 23 are reversed to where 
the northern (southern) hemisphere has a positive (negative) leading sunspot. 
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Figure 3.5: Tilt angles from Li and Ulrich (2012) data averaged by bipolar sunspot 
region and plotted as a function of time and latitude. Tilt measured counterclockwise 
from the north. Slope (േ ଵ଺଴) and location of solar cycle boundaries chosen manually 
for best fit. A portion of Solar Cycle 20 is visible at the left edge of the diagram. 
 
 
The boundary between the hemispheres is defined by the heliographic equator 
and the boundaries between cycles for the southern/northern hemispheres are defined 
by 60×ylat = ±(xdate−xint), where ylat is latitude, xdate is a function of the number of 
days from 1974 January 1 and xint is the point of intersection at the equator.5  We 
visually determined the slope, ଵ଺଴, as a value that could easily demarcate all of the 
cycles while xint was visually determined separately for the best fit for each cycle as 
                                                 
5xdate = 365.25(year − 1974) + DOY 
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determined by the plot of all regions. Values and dates are listed in Table 3.2. We 
explicitly denote the solar cycle boundaries in the paper because the determination of 
anti-Hale regions depends on it. 
 
 
 
Table 3.2: Solar Cycle Boundary Information Used to Determine Anti-Hale Activity 
Solar Cycle Minimum xint Date 
20 ... 1 1974 Jan 1 
20/21 1976 Jun 1750 1978 Oct 16 
21/22 1986 Sep 5500 1989 Jan 21 
22/23 1996 May 9300 1999 Jun 18 
23/24 2008 Jan 13700 2011 Jul 5 
 
 
 
Solar Cycles 20 to 24 are plotted from DPD data to include tilt angle as 
measured counterclockwise from the north (Figure 3.6). Latitude of the sunspot group 
is an average of area-weighted latitude determinations of leading and following 
sunspot umbrae. Sunspot groups near the equator are assigned a hemisphere as 
determined by mean latitude, regardless of leading spot polarity. DPD data are limited 
to a tilt angle range of 180°, so we used the expected polarity orientation for that solar 
cycle to assign a range of 0 to 180° to the appropriate hemisphere and 180° to 360° to 
the other hemisphere. Anti-Hale information is therefore not represented in either 
hemisphere for any solar cycle. 
 
We use mean and median of tilt angles plotted over sunspot butterfly diagrams 
to confirm that tilt angle time dependence is a function of sunspot latitude (Li & Ulrich 
2012). We first binned all data points in 300 day intervals, then found mean and 
median tilt angles of each bin using 
 
 
meanሺߛሻ ൌ arctan ቆ∑ sin ߛ∑ cos ߛቇ (3.1)
medianሺߛሻ ൌ arctan ൬medianሺsin ߛሻmedianሺcos ߛሻ൰ (3.2)
 
 
where γ represents tilt angle. 
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Figure 3.6: Tilt angles from DPD data averaged by bipolar sunspot region and plotted 
as a function of time and latitude. Tilt measured counterclockwise from the north and 
assigned a range of either 0-180° or 180°-360° based on the expected polarity 
orientation for each hemisphere in that solar cycle. Portions of Solar Cycle 20 and 24 
are visible at the left and right edges of the diagram, respectively, with all of Cycles 
21-23 presented. 
 
 
Mean (solid) and median (dashed) of each bin are plotted over the butterfly 
diagram of all sunspots in Figure 3.7(a). We also determined mean latitude and tilt 
angle for each active region, binned those values in 300-day intervals, and found mean 
and median of each bin (Figure 3.7(b)) using Equations (3.1) and (3.2). The sunspot 
latitude is given on the left vertical axis with a range of 0-40°. The tilt angle mean and 
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median (lines) are shown on the right vertical axis with a range of 0-20°. It should be 
noted that the tilt angles were not separated by cycle boundaries in Figure 3.7. The 
300-day bins near solar minimum will contain overlapping cycles for data shown in 
these figures. Mean or median tilt angle is not useful near solar minimum and were 
therefore excluded from the plots. Tilt angle decreases as sunspots migrate from high 
to low latitudes in each solar cycle, as expected from Joy’s law. Note that the decrease 
of tilt angle over time is not smooth, but discontinuous, possibly an indication of the 
distinct dynamo waves as mentioned by Ternullo (2007, 2010). Standard deviation, 
sሺγሻ, as set by, 
 
 
ݏሺߛሻ ൌ ඨሺsın ߛതതതതതതሻ
ଶ ൅ ሺcos ߛതതതതതതሻଶ
݊
 
(3.3)
 
of all sunspot observations (solid) and active region means (dash) for the Northern 
(red) and Southern (blue) hemispheres are shown in Figure 3.7(c). The peak of tilt 
angle scatter occurs as expected between solar cycles when polarities in both 
hemispheres are changing 180° in accordance with Hale’s law. 
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Figure 3.7: In panels (a) and (b), mean (solid) and median (dash) tilt angles binned in 
300 day intervals are plotted over the sunspot butterfly diagram. Latitudes (tilt angles) 
are given in the left (right) vertical axis. The horizontal straight line indicates the 
equator. In panel (a), sunspot tilt angles and latitudes are recorded for each day (daily) 
that the sunspot group is present on the disk. In panel (b), the average tilt and latitude 
for that group is recorded only once during its passage across the disk. In panel (c), 
standard deviation of all sunspot observations (solid) and active region means (dash) 
for the northern (red) and southern (blue) hemispheres are shown. 
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3.3  Anti-Hale Regions 
 
Li and Ulrich data are used to plot anti-Hale bipolar sunspot regions from 1974 to 2012 
as a function of time and latitude (Figure 3.8). Tilt angles were averaged over the 
lifetime of each region. With fewer data points, a larger pixel size than previous figures 
is assigned to make color variations more visible. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Anti-Hale tilt angles from Li and Ulrich (2012) data averaged by bipolar 
sunspot region and plotted as a function of time and latitude. Tilt measured 
counterclockwise from the north. Portions of Solar Cycle 20 and 24 are visible at the 
left and right edges of the diagram, respectively, with all of Cycles 21-23 presented. 
With fewer data points, larger pixel size assigned to make color variations more 
visible. 
 
 
The percentage of bipolar sunspot regions that are anti-Hale from 1974 to 2012 
are shown in Table 3.3. See Table 3.2 for solar cycle boundary definitions. The total 
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sunspot area by hemisphere for Solar Cycles 20 to 23 from the archives of the 
Greenwich Royal Observatory6 is in 104 micro-hemispheres. Sunspot area is used as a 
proxy for cycle strength (Solanki & Schmidt 1993). Solar Cycles 20 and 24 only 
include partial bipolar sunspot data at the end and beginning of those cycles, 
respectively, which could explain the high percentage of anti-Hale in the northern 
hemisphere for Solar Cycle 20. Of 8377 bipolar sunspot regions, 705 (8.4%) were anti-
Hale. We found anti-Hale percentages of 9.0%, 8.7%, and 7.2% for Solar Cycles 21, 
22, and 23 respectively, with 14.8% for Cycle 20 and 4.0% for Cycle 24. 
 
 
 
Table 3.3: Anti-Hale (AH) Information by Solar Cycle and Hemisphere with Total 
Area 
Cycle (yr) Year of Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere Total 
Length Minimum N AH ΣAreaa N AH ΣAreaa AH 
20 (partial) (1964.8) (107) (19.6%) 6.94 (96) (9.4%) 4.91 14.8% 
21 (10.3) 1976.5 1547 8.4% 7.51 1710 9.5% 7.77 9.0% 
22 (10.0) 1986.8 1150 9.0% 6.38 1287 8.5% 7.24 8.7% 
23 (12.2) 1996.9 1004 6.6% 5.61 1178 7.8% 6.45 7.2% 
24 (partial) 2008.1 (193) (4.7%) ... (105) (2.9%) ... 4.0% 
Total ... 4001 8.2% ... 4376 8.6% ... 8.4% 
 
atotal sunspot area in 104 micro-hemispheres 
 
 
 
Figure 3.9(a) shows that the percentage of anti-Hale regions binned yearly are 
relatively consistent over time except near the end of each cycle. This could be a result 
of activity occurring at low latitudes, thus interacting across the equator. The number 
of anti-Hale regions (red) closely tracks the number of bipolar sunspot regions divided 
by 10 (black) in Figure 3.9(b). Similar tracking occurs when mean latitude of bipolar 
sunspot regions (black) and anti-Hale (red) are plotted, with the standard deviation as 
error bars (Figure 3.9(c)). Zolotova et al. (2009) defined the magnetic equator as the 
difference in the latitudinal centroids of the sunspot locations in the hemispheres. Our 
data are limited to sunspot groups, of which we take the yearly mean latitude in each 
hemisphere and average the two values to define the magnetic equator (blue). Note 
that the magnetic equator is deflected southward at all times except for the beginning 
of Solar Cycle 24. Zolotova et al. (2009) also calculated the magnetic equator from 
Royal Greenwich Observatory USAF/NOAA data showing that the magnetic equator 
was located a few degrees south of the heliographic equator. 
 
                                                 
6http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/greenwch.shtml 
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Figure 3.9: Yearly binning of Li and Ulrich (2012) data plotted over time. (a) The 
percentage of bipolar sunspot regions that are anti-Hale. (b) The number of bipolar 
sunspot regions divided by 10 (black) and anti-Hale regions (red). (c) Mean latitude 
of bipolar sunspot regions (black) and anti-Hale (red). Standard deviation of anti-Hale 
bins plotted as error bars. The magnetic equator (blue) is defined as the difference in 
the latitudinal centroids of the sunspot locations in the hemispheres. Note that the 
magnetic equator is deflected southward of the heliographic equator at all times except 
for the beginning of Solar Cycle 24. 
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Tilt angles with polarity (0 - 360°) were binned in 10° bins. The number of 
sunspots for each bin is shown in Figure 3.10 as total (solid). We plotted anti-Hale tilt 
angles normalized by the total number of sunspots (dot) and normalized by the total 
number of anti-Hale spots (dash). Anti-Hale tilt angles are part of a broader 
distribution of all tilt angles and show a weak dependence on being tilted 180° from 
their expected Joy’s law angle. The reason for this could be two-fold: (1) that east-
west orientations of active regions are preferred and (2) the active regions contributing 
to the 90° and 270° peaks are the late-cycle, near-equator sunspot groups that are 
classified as anti-Hale because the magnetic equator is offset from the heliographic 
equator. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10: Tilt angles (0 - 360°) binned in 10° intervals. Distribution of all sunspot 
tilt angles (solid), anti-Hale numbers normalized by the total of all tilt angles (dot), 
and anti-Hale* normalized by the total of anti-Hale only (dash). 
 
 
Li and Ulrich (2012) located sunspots on magnetograms to determine sunspot 
magnetic area in micro-hemispheres (MSH). Figure 3.11(a) shows the size distribution 
function of sunspot area for all bipolar sunspots (asterisk, solid) and anti-Hale sunspots 
(diamond, dotted). The distributions for all sunspots and anti-Hale sunspots are similar 
to the log-log shape reported by Baumann and Solanki (2005) and Bogdan et al. 
(1988). The percentage of anti-Hale spots for any given size is roughly 10% as seen in 
Figure 3.11(b). 
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(a)  
 
(b)  
 
Figure 3.11: (a) Size distribution function of sunspot magnetic areas in micro-
hemispheres (MSH) for all sunspot groups (asterisk, solid) and anti-Hale sunspots 
(diamond, dot) on a log-log scale. (b) Percentage of anti-Hale sunspots as a function 
of sunspot magnetic area in micro-hemispheres (MSH) plotted to log-normal scale. 
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3.4  Equatorial Regions 
 
We examine the tilt angle of sunspots close to the equator, comparing DPD tilts 
without anti-Hale information (Figure 3.12(a)) to Li and Ulrich tilt angles that include 
anti-Hale (Figure 3.12(b)). We focus attention within 5° of the equator between 1974-
2007. No bipolar regions were within 5° of the equator for the Li and Ulrich data after 
solar minimum in 2008 January. Although the DPD data are incomplete at the time of 
publication and some sunspots are present in Figure 3.12(b) that are not found in 
Figure 3.12(a), it can be noted that tilt angles near the equator in Figure 3.12(a) are at 
times miscalculated because the algorithm utilized in the DPD data set does not allow 
for any tilt angles outside the ±90° range. In Figure 3.12(b), one can find anti-Hale 
sunspots in any given cycle shown as data points that are 180° opposite the dominant 
color. Within 5° of the equator, 65 out of 470 (13.8%) bipolar sunspot regions are anti-
Hale. This percentage is slightly lower if sunspots at all latitudes are included. From 
1974 to 2012, 8.4% of all Li and Ulrich tilt angles are anti-Hale. We therefore assume 
DPD data have incorrect tilt angles since anti-Hale are not recorded as such. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12: Bipolar sunspot regions within 5° of equator from 1974 to 2007. (a) DPD 
data are incomplete at the time of publication, most significantly from 1980 to 1985. 
(b) Li and Ulrich data. Panels (a) and (b) are cropped from Figures 6 and 5, 
respectively. 
 
 
A southward-deflected magnetic equator in relation to the heliographic equator 
for the past 40 years (Zolotova et al. 2009), also seen in Figure 3.9(c), causes an 
increase in the number of sunspots that are categorized as anti-Hale late in cycle 
because northern hemispheric polarity sunspots are appearing south of the 
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heliographic equator. That the magnetic equator is shifted in relation to the 
heliographic equator can explain the increase in percentage of anti-Hale spots late in 
solar cycle. Others (McIntosh et al. 2013; Norton et al. 2014) have investigated the 
asymmetry of the hemispheres by studying photospheric magnetism and also found 
that the northern hemisphere has been leading the southern hemisphere in Cycle 24. 
As mentioned in the discussion of Figure 3.10, equatorial regions that appear as anti-
Hale, because they are northern hemispheric regions emerging slightly south of the 
heliographic equator contribute to the slight peaks at 90° and 270° in the anti-Hale tilt 
angle distributions. 
 
In addition to assigned tilt angle range, other differences between DPD data 
and those of Li and Ulrich become apparent in Figure 3.12. Data-point density 
differences could be attributed to weather at each of the sites precluding agreement on 
any given day. The DPD conversion to digitized data, although nearly complete, is not 
finished. DPD data identified the active regions by NOAA number while Li and Ulrich 
relied on Mount Wilson numbering until 1990, switching to NOAA in 1991, which 
could explain the higher number of data points before 1991 in Figure 3.12(b) when 
compared to Figure 3.12(a). 
 
 
3.5  Other Efforts to Include Tilt Angle in Butterfly 
Diagrams 
 
Plotting quantities as a function of latitude and time has illustrated many physical 
processes of the sunspot cycle. Because tilt angle as a function of latitude is noisy as 
seen in Joy’s law, it is unclear whether including tilt angle in the butterfly diagram can 
be useful. Previous efforts include Tlatov et al. (2013), who used weighted MDI data 
to plot tilt angle information over butterfly diagrams that used color to indicate sunspot 
area. Large sunspot areas were defined as larger than 300 millionths of the solar 
hemisphere (MSH) and small areas as between 50 and 300 MSH. In Figure 3.13(a), 
mean tilt angles for large sunspot areas are oriented as expected with positive 
(negative) mean tilt angles in the northern (southern) hemisphere. Data represented by 
double circles have a mean tilt value that is indistinguishable from zero. Smaller 
sunspot areas (Figure 3.13(b)) have mean tilt angles at high latitudes mostly oriented 
away from what we would expect. Mean tilt values are nosier in the smaller sunspots 
(Figure 3.13(b)) and are not well determined at the beginning of cycles or near the 
equator. Perhaps it is only useful insomuch that readers are able to understand that 
Joy’s law is not well behaved or statistically easy to recover for a single hemisphere 
and solar cycle. Tlatov et al. (2013) claims that these results are indicative of two 
distinct dynamo processes occurring, one that generates large sunspots and another 
that generates small sunspots. Overplotting tilt angle on the butterfly diagram was 
productive in their efforts after separating the large and small sunspots. 
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(a)  
(b)  
 
Figure 3.13: Figure of Solar Cycle 23 (Bmin = 10 G) reproduced with permission from 
Tlatov et al. (2013). The underlying butterfly diagram with color representing area 
does not change in (a) and (b). (a) Tilt angles are represented for larger sunspots with 
areas S > 300 MSH from weighted MDI data. (b) Tilt angles are represented for 
smaller sunspots with areas 50 < S < 300 MSH for non-weighted MDI data. Circles 
indicate mean tilt angle. Solid (dashed) circles indicate positive (negative) mean tilt 
angle. Zero tilt does not belong to the confidence interval, unless a double circle is 
present. Tilt is positive (negative) if the tilt is clockwise (counterclockwise), regardless 
of hemisphere. 
 
 
It appears that there is a contradiction in the literature, as follows. Kosovichev 
and Stenflo (2008) do not find a dependence of tilt angle value on sunspot flux. (Note 
that sunspot flux and size are highly correlated.) Weber et al. (2013) simulations show 
that the tilt angle scatter increases for lower flux regions but the mean tilt angle does 
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not vary significantly with flux. Jiang et al. (2014) present Kodaikanal and Mt. Wilson 
Observatory tilt angle data binned according to sunspot size. They find that “the 
average tilt angles have a weak trend to increase with the sunspot group size, while the 
standard deviations significantly decrease” with sunspot group size. However, Tlatov 
et al. (2013) find that smaller sunspots show more scatter and consistently have 
average tilt angles that are anti-Joy (not anti-Hale). The contradiction may in part have 
its source in the different data used to determine group size: Tlatov et al. (2013) uses 
MDI magnetograms to determine area while Jiang et al. (2014) use white-light 
intensity from ground-based observations. Kosovichev and Stenflo (2008) also use 
MDI magnetograms, so the disagreement between Tlatov et al. (2013) and Kosovichev 
and Stenflo is difficult to understand. 
 
We disagree with Tlatov et al. (2013) as we do not think there are two distinct 
dynamo processes occurring. We also disagree with Kosovichev and Stenflo (2008) 
that anti-Hale spots indicate the presence of oppositely directed toroidal bands 
occurring simultaneously in the same hemisphere. Rather, we agree with Weber et al. 
(2013) simulations showing that the convective flows interact with the rising thin flux 
tubes to produce anti-Hale regions. Weber et al. (2013) find “that 6.9% emerge with 
polarities that violate Hale’s law, in comparison to the ≈ 4% as found via observations” 
of Wang and Sheeley (1989) and Stenflo and Kosovichev (2012). We agree with 
Weber et al. (2013) observations that the anti-Hale spots “arise as a result of flux tubes 
emerging in the opposite hemisphere from which they originated, or as a result of the 
flux tube becoming so distorted by convection that the legs of the emerging loop can 
become reversed.” 
 
X. Sun and T. Hoeksema (Sun et al. 2015) are using tilt angle information from 
the DPD data set to illustrate how flux transport on the solar surface reverses the 
polarity of the Sun’s poles. 
 
 
3.6  Discussion  
 
We compared the statistics of a sunspot tilt angle catalog that utilizes magnetic polarity 
information to assign tilt angles from 0−360° (Mount Wilson and MDI, Li & Ulrich 
2012) to a traditional tilt angle catalog in which the range of values is ±90° (DPD). 
Because historical tilt angle databases have not been capable of including anti-Hale 
information due to the lack of magnetograms or the unwillingness to incorporate the 
magnetogram information into a functional database, we paid particular attention to 
the anti-Hale statistics of bipolar sunspot regions. We summarize our findings as 
follows. 
 
 
1. We find that 8.4% ± 0.8% of sunspot groups are anti-Hale from 1974-2012 as 
recorded in the Li and Ulrich data, so we assume DPD data have incorrect tilt 
angles for these regions since anti-Hale values are not possible in the DPD 
value range. The number of anti-Hale sunspots were found to be 9.0%, 8.7%, 
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and 7.2% of the total number of sunspot groups in Solar Cycles 21, 22, and 23, 
respectively. Our reported 8.4% value of anti-Hale regions is higher than 
previous studies. This could simply be due to Wang and Sheeley (1989) and 
Stenflo and Kosovichev (2012) using active regions that were not sunspots 
whereas we only use sunspots. The number of anti-Hale regions at any given 
time is simply a fraction (see Figure 3.9(b)) of the total number of sunspots 
present, excepting the end of each cycle when spots are very near the equator 
(see point 4, this section) and the expected polarity or source hemisphere is 
unknown. 
 
2. The average latitudes of anti-Hale regions are the same as all other sunspots for 
any given time in a solar cycle, meaning the average latitude of anti-Hale spots 
becomes more equatorward as the cycle progresses. The size distribution of 
anti-Hale sunspots is the same as the log-normal distribution of all sunspots. 
No area preferences emerge for anti-Hale regions. 
 
3. We find that anti-Hale are just part of a broader distribution of tilt angles, 
possibly as a result of convective zone turbulence as previously proposed by 
many researchers. However, the misclassification of anti-Hale near the Equator 
is due to the heliographic equator not aligning with the magnetic equator. This 
is visible in the tilt angle distribution as a slight tendency for the anti-Hale 
regions to be tilted 180° from their expected Joy’s law tilt angle. 
 
4. Joy’s law cannot be observed by eye in the tilt-butterfly diagrams (Figures 3.5 
and 3.6) but must be teased out statistically by averaging over significant 
periods of time. This is evident by the lack of a smooth gradient in the color 
representing tilt angle in the butterfly wings when examining one hemisphere 
and one cycle. Even after averaging and binning, the trend in tilt angle shows 
discontinuous behavior in that the mean or median tilt angle will decrease on 
average for a period of years then increase again suddenly. This may be related 
to distinct dynamo waves that occur within the solar cycle (Ternullo, 2007). 
 
5. Sunspots very near the equator are often assigned incorrect tilt angles due to 
the magnetic equator being offset a few degrees. For example, sunspots that 
have a northern hemispheric magnetic polarity and appear just below the 
heliographic equator (presumably because the northern hemisphere is ahead in 
the sunspot cycle and has reached the Equator first) are assigned tilt angles as 
if they are produced from the southern hemisphere polarity. Figure 3.9(a) 
shows an increase in anti-Hale near the end of each solar cycle. Within 5° of the 
equator, 65 out of 470 (13.8%) bipolar sunspot regions are anti-Hale. The end 
of Solar Cycle 20 produced 14.8% anti-Hale when sunspot activity is 
concentrated near the equator. 
 
 
Example: an active region (NOAA11987/HARP3784) straddles the equator but its 
central latitude is calculated to be 2° in the southern hemisphere on 2014 February 24 
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(Figure 3.14(a)). DPD reported a tilt angle on that date to be -15.26°. According to our 
definition, shown in Figure 3.4, the tilt angle should be 15.26°. The magnetogram in 
Figure 3.14(b) shows a magnetic orientation consistent with a northern hemisphere 
BMR for this solar cycle. It is probably that this region, slightly south of the equator, 
originated from magnetic dynamo activity in the northern hemisphere since the 
Northern hemisphere is leading the southern hemisphere and reached the equator first. 
Conversely, this region could have originated from dynamo action in the southern 
hemisphere with polarity orientation and tilt angle opposite from that anticipated via 
Joy’s law and Hale’s law. We suggest the former is more plausible. We propose 
assigning this region to the northern hemisphere based on tilt and polarity, with a 
caveat regarding latitude. Also note that this active region has a significant tilt angle, 
not a zero tilt angle as predicted by many versions of Joy’s law that forces the tilt to 
be zero at the equator. The practice of forcing Joy’s law to zero at the equator is not 
supported by observations. Doing so makes a huge difference in the slopes as reported 
in the literature and we find that there are, as often as not, BMRs with significant tilts 
at the equator. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14: (a) White light intensity image and (b) magnetogram on 2014 February 
24 of bipolar sunspot group NOAA11987 straddling the equator. The leading polarity 
of NOAA11987 is indicative of a northern hemisphere orientation for this solar cycle. 
DPD reported a tilt of umbral activity as -15.26° whereas a northern hemisphere bipolar 
region of this orientation would be reported with a positive tilt angle. 
 
 
6. The tilt angles of sunspot groups and associated scatter in the tilt angle values 
are crucial for the build-up and reversals of the polar fields in surface flux 
transport simulations (Cameron et al. 2010; Cameron & Schϋssler 2012). 
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Recent efforts by Jiang et al. (2014) have shown that the tilt angle scatter 
constitutes a significant random factor in the variability of cycle strength. 
Therefore, we anticipate that the inclusion of the 8.4% of anti-Hale sunspots in 
surface flux transport models may allow for even greater cycle to cycle 
amplitude variability. 
 
 
From points 1 and 2, we conclude that the physical processes that produce anti-
Hale regions are the same processes that produce sunspots obeying Hale’s polarity 
rules. Knowing that tilt angles have a high scatter, we conclude that the tails of the tilt 
angle distribution function are quite wide and therefore 8.4% of all spots can have 
angle ±90° from the expected orientation. Of course, many questions about tilt angles 
and anti-Hale activity remain unanswered. There is, as always, more work to do. 
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4 Tilt Angle and Footpoint Separation 
of Small and Large Bipolar Sunspot 
Regions Observed with HMI 
 
 
Magnetic fields generated at the base of the Sun’s convective zone are thought to form 
toroidal flux tubes that become buoyant and rise to the surface (Parker 1955; 
Charbonneau & MacGregor 1997; Charbonneau 2005). Sunspots often appear where 
the flux loops break the surface. On average, bipolar sunspots show leading spots to 
be closer to the Equator than following spots. Hale et al. (1919) first published 
observations of this phenomenon, now known as Joy’s law, after statistical analysis 
showed that the mean tilt angle of bipolar sunspots increased with latitude. Joy’s law 
has traditionally been interpreted as the Coriolis force operating on divergent plasma 
at the apex of a rising magnetic flux tube. Rough calculations of the Coriolis effect on 
a rising flux tube by D’Silva and Choudhuri (1993) measured a deflection in the tilt 
angle from an E-W orientation over time in terms of the rotational frequency of the 
Sun and emergence latitude. The subsurface pitch angle of the toroidal field has also 
been proposed as a cause of tilt angle prior to the rise of flux tubes through the 
convection zone (Babcock 1961). 
 
Numerical simulations of toroidal flux loops (Fan et al. 1994) show a 
dependence of the tilt angle on the emerging latitude and field strength (B) where B > 
20 kG. Negative tilt angles start to occur when B < 20 kG, where the weak field 
strength and low flux (1020 Mx) host a converging flow at the apex in contrast to the 
standard divergent flow model (Weber et al. 2013). The thin flux tube approximation 
has been used to study rising magnetic loops in the convection zone and to explore the 
tilt angles and latitudes of emergence (Spruit 1981; Moreno-Insertis 1986). Studies 
show that the strength of the toroidal magnetic field should be around 30 - 100 kG in 
addition to indicating that the Coriolis force could explain the tilt angle described by 
Joy’s law (D’Silva & Choudhuri 1993; Caligari et al. 1995). See Fan (2009) for a 
review of these topics, including models of toroidal flux tubes rising with and without 
the influence of convective zone turbulence. Weber et al. (2013) also compared flux 
tube simulations and found that tilt has a dependence on magnetic field strength in the 
flux tubes but no dependence on the total flux in the tube. 
 
Thin flux tube models that include convection and radiative diffusion predict 
shorter rise times through the convective zone (Weber & Fan 2015), producing tilt 
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angles consistent with observed active regions. These simulations are able to 
reproduce tilt angles consistent with Joy’s law without the need for anchored 
footpoints in the overshoot region. However, tilt angle scatter for magnetic field 
strengths ≤ 40 kG are higher than observations. 
 
Fisher et al. (1995) found that tilt was proportional to latitude and magnetic 
flux in the tube and inversely related to the magnetic field strength in the initial toroidal 
flux tube at the base of the convection zone. This version of Joy’s law includes flux 
and initial field strength because aerodynamic drag balances the Coriolis force for 
rapidly emerging regions and magnetic tension balances the Coriolis force for slowly 
emerging regions. However, Kosovichev and Stenflo (2008) studied MDI 
magnetograms and found no evidence of a Joy’s law dependence on magnetic flux or 
for a relaxation of the tilt angle toward zero after emergence. Introducing magnetic 
field line twist stabilizes the cohesion of the rising tubes but also affects the tilt angle 
(Fan 2008). Since sunspot area and sunspot flux are highly correlated, area is used as 
a proxy for flux in order to study the relationship between the tilt angle and flux. Jiang 
et al. (2014) binned Kodaikanal and Mt. Wilson Observatory tilt angle data according 
to sunspot size and found a weak correlation between mean tilt angle and sunspot 
group size, while the standard deviations significantly decrease with sunspot group 
size. 
 
The amount of scatter in the tilt angles of bipolar regions provides information 
about the magnetic structures that produce sunspots. Wang and Sheeley (1989) 
analyzed 2710 bipolar magnetic regions (BMRs) and found no noticeable dependence 
of tilt angle on flux but higher deviations from the mean tilt angle for weaker BMRs. 
Longcope and Choudhuri (2002) explained the departures of tilt angle from Joy’s law 
during emergence as caused by upper convective zone turbulence. Tilt angle scatter 
about Joy’s law introduced by convection increases as flux decreases in thin flux tube 
models by Weber et al. (2013). Illarionov et al. (2015) showed the significant scatter 
in bipolar regions with areas less than 300 MSH (including ephemeral regions without 
sunspot activity). A transition occurs between 300 and 400 MSH where the 
distribution of larger regions becomes dominated by sunspot activity with 
substantially less tilt angle scatter and more tilt angles that follow Joy’s law. 
 
It has been proposed that the magnetic field could become so weak below the 
surface that convective zone turbulence dominates the flux tube. Fan et al. (1994) 
suggested a mechanism of dynamic disconnection where a submerged portion of an 
emerged flux tube collapses after achieving hydrostatic equilibrium, disconnecting the 
tilt angle from the influence of the initial toroidal field pitch angle. Schrijver and Title 
(1999) proposed subsurface reconnection of the untethered legs of the flux tube at 
depth to explain surface activity during decay. Longcope and Choudhuri (2002) rule 
out dynamic disconnection at shallow depths in their model of rising flux tubes. 
Schϋssler and Rempel (2005) modify the dynamic disconnection model based on 
strong, buoyancy-driven upflow and radiative cooling in a rising flux loop prior to 
emergence, finding disconnection depths around 5 Mm and disconnection times less 
than 3 days. 
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As a flux loop ends its emergence and the footpoints stop separating, as 
observed in the photosphere as the centroid locations of the two polarities, Coriolis 
forces should end and the tilt angles should relax toward zero due to magnetic tension 
restoring field lines to an E-W orientation. If the field is significantly frozen into the 
plasma and the differential rotation force is not strong enough, then the region 
maintains the tilt angle established prior to the end of emergence. The higher cadence 
of recently collected sunspot data presents a more complete picture of the tilt angle 
and footpoint separation over the lifetime of active regions. A limited study of six 
active regions by Pevtsov et al. (2003) using Solar and Heliospheric Observatory 
(SOHO)-MDI data reported separation distances around 25 Mm but generally 
increasing over time. Fan (2009) discussed the post-emergence evolution of 
subsurface fields (section 8.3) and observed that the photospheric portion of the 
footpoints stop separating at 100 Mm which cannot be explained in the Ω-loop model. 
 
In order to better understand the complexities of Joy’s law, it is helpful to keep the 
following in mind. 
 
1. The pitch angle of the toroidal field beneath the surface may be a cause of the 
tilt angle prior to the rise of flux tubes through the convection zone. 
 
2. Coriolis forces act on flows from the expanding plasma in the apex of the flux 
tubes rising through the bulk of the convection zone. Coriolis forces increase 
with latitude and conversely should decrease near the Equator. 
 
3. The high scatter in the tilt angle is attributed to the interaction of a rising flux 
tube with convection. After emergence, subsurface convection should no longer 
impart scatter in tilt over the lifetime of the region. 
 
4. A disconnection of the flux tube from the source field would cause the tilt angle 
to no longer be affected by the initial pitch angle but instead relax to the angle 
held by the legs at the disconnection depth. 
 
 
4.1  Data 
 
Images taken by the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager on board NASA’s Solar 
Dynamics Observatory were used to calculate bipolar sunspot tilt angles for HMI - 
Debrecen Data (HMIDD)7 from 2010 April 30 to the present. The calculation methods 
employed were an extension of those used by Győri et al. (2011) on the SOHO/MDI - 
Debrecen Data (SDD). After correcting for limb darkening and flat field effects, 
Sunspot Automatic Measurement (SAM) software determined the penumbra borders 
from the first contour having a local maximum in an averaged gradient along contour 
(AGAC) with the umbra border contour having the global maximum in the AGAC. 
                                                 
7http://fenyi.solarobs.unideb.hu/ESA/HMIDD.html 
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Umbral area is defined by the number of pixels within the umbral border and reported 
in the HMIDD as millionths of solar hemispheres (MSH). Within the umbra border, 
the centroid of the pixels weighted by intensity determined the umbral latitude and 
longitude of the spots. 
 
Line-of-sight magnetic field information and umbral area measurements were 
used to calculate the mean latitude and longitude of the leading and following sunspot 
groups. The HMIDD data used the polarity of sunspots only to separate the following 
and leading groups and do not indicate whether Hale’s polarity rule is observed or not. 
After grouping sunspots by polarity, only longitude determines which group is 
considered the leading group.8 The HMIDD calculation of the tilt angle included the 
area-weighted latitude, area-weighted longitude, and latitude of the centroid of the 
entire bipolar region (Baranyi 2015, Eq. 1). The latitude and longitude of the leading 
and following spot groups were determined by averaging the positions of all of the 
individual spots (weighted by area) within their respective group. We calculate the 
separation in degrees from the latitude and longitude of the leading and following spot 
groups and convert to Mm by equating 1° in separation with 12.13 Mm on the solar 
surface. 
 
HMIDD data report tilt angles as positive in either hemisphere if the leading 
spot group is closer to the Equator than the following group. Joy’s law would be 
observed in the tilt angle as a function of the unsigned latitude. However, we 
emphasize that near-Equator measurements of the tilt are incomplete since bipolar 
regions are assigned a hemisphere by latitude without regard to polarity (McClintock 
& Norton 2014). At the time of publication, the HMIDD data only contained the 
beginning of Solar Cycle 24 when sunspot activity occurs at higher latitudes. 
 
 
4.2  Bipolar Sunspot Behavior during Emergence and 
Decay 
 
Trends in tilt angle are difficult to observe in individual active regions and become 
more apparent in larger samples. We identify 1151 NOAA regions in the HMIDD data 
and determine that 1111 regions had at least one umbral tilt angle reported. We use the 
umbral calculations of the latitude and longitude for the leading and following sunspot 
groups to determine footpoint separation, which we report as the distance between the 
centroids of the opposite polarities in the photosphere. NOAA active regions often 
contain new emergence activity after previous umbral activity has stopped. We 
exclude new activity in a particular NOAA region if the umbral activity was not 
reported for more than 24 hours. To minimize the foreshortening distortion of active 
regions observed near the limb, we limit the data to observations taken within 0.7 solar 
radii from the center of the Sun’s disk. The hourly cadence of HMIDD data allow for 
binning of the tilt angle, total umbral area, and footpoint separation over 8 hour 
intervals for each active region. 
                                                 
8ftp://fenyi.solarobs.unideb.hu/pub/SDO/additional/tilt_angle/Readme.txt 
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Individual active region information is recorded at various stages of 
development and decay depending on where the activity occurs on the solar surface in 
relation to the observation sight lines. It would not be as useful to observe tilt angle 
behavior over the lifetime of an active region unless we calibrate the data to an active 
region characteristic that is observable in each region. The onset of emergence would 
be an ideal reference point, but requiring regions to emerge on disk significantly limits 
the number of viable regions for study and emphasizes the emergence period over 
decay. The observational data of an active region that emerges on disk are more likely 
to exclude decay information, especially for longer-lived regions, as the regions rotate 
out of sight. 
 
The umbral area bin with the maximum value establishes the end of emergence 
and the beginning of sunspot decay for that region, creating a suitable common 
reference point across all of the active regions and placing equal emphasis on 
emergence and decay observations. Data which start or end with peak umbral area for 
a region are excluded as these regions most likely began their decay prior to appearing 
on disk or did not complete their emergence period before vanishing off disk due to 
solar rotation away from the observational line of sight. According to this restriction 
and all previously stated parameters, the number of viable regions to date available for 
study is limited to 235. 
 
Muñoz-Jaramillo et al. (2015) reconcile the area and flux distributions of the 
photospheric magnetic structures from multiple sunspot and active region databases 
into a composite of Weibull and log-normal distributions for flux below 1021 Mx and 
above 1022 Mx, respectively. They suggest that two separate mechanisms are “giving 
rise to visible structures on the photosphere: one directly connected to the global 
component of the dynamo (and the generation of bipolar active regions), and the other 
with the small-scale component of the dynamo (and the fragmentation of magnetic 
structures due to their interaction with turbulent convection)” Muñoz-Jaramillo et al. 
(2015, p.18). Muñoz-Jaramillo et al. show that a shift in the HMI sunspot data from a 
Weibull distribution (< 1021 Mx) to a log-normal distribution (> 1022 Mx) occurs 
around 90 MSH in the umbral area. We use 90 MSH to separate tilt angle and footpoint 
separation data by peak umbral area into two data sets. A substantial number of regions 
fall below this threshold, so we use 45 MSH to distinguish between small and midsize 
regions less than 90 MSH in peak umbral area. 
 
For each active region with a maximum umbral area (UAmax) of less than 45 
MSH, we the sort tilt angle into 8-hour bins and find the median of each bin. We do 
the same for the mean footpoint separation and mean umbral area. The median serves 
as a better measure of the center for low-sampled degree measurements that might 
include positive and negative values, however, the mean is preferred for non-negative 
measures of the separation and area. The time at which the peak umbral area is 
observed is noted such that all data before (after) that time are considered as emergence 
(decay). The tilt, separation, and area values corresponding to the time of maximum 
umbral area are plotted at the t=0 point along the x-axis, see Figure 4.1. We repeat the 
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process to create two more data sets of midsize (45 ≤ UAmax < 90 MSH) and large 
(UAmax ≥ 90 MSH) regions. Error bars are overplotted as the standard error of the mean. 
We excluded bins more than 72 hours (96 hours) from time zero for small and midsize 
(large) regions due to low sampling sizes at these times. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Umbral tilt angle, footpoint separation, and total umbral area binned in 8-
hour intervals are plotted in reference to the maximum umbral area (UAmax). Regions 
are separated into small (UAmax < 45 MSH), midsize (45 ≤ UAmax < 90 MSH), and 
large regions (UAmax ≥ 90 MSH). (a) Median tilt angle of small, (b) midsize, (c) and 
large regions. (d) Mean footpoint separation of small, (e) midsize, (f) and large 
regions. (g) Mean total umbral area for small, (h) midsize, (i) and large regions. 
Standard error of the mean overplotted as error bars. 
 
 
At the peak in umbral area, tilt angles are least noisy and typical for early cycle 
(higher latitude) activity. Midsize regions have the lowest median tilt angle (5.9°) 
compared to small (7.6°) and large regions (9.3°), see Table 4.1. Given the 
concentration of all of the regions at higher latitudes (Table 4.1), it is not useful to 
normalize the tilt angle for latitude until an entire solar cycle is observed. The dip in 
small region tilt angles around -48 hours (also visible in the separation and area plots) 
is likely an indication of regions that are smaller than average for this group beginning 
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their emergence with negative tilt angles. For two days before and after the peak area, 
the median tilt angles of midsize regions remain fairly constant, whereas the large 
regions show tilt angles occurring near zero earlier in the emergence period before 
steadily increasing over 4-5 days well into decay. Higher variations are observed for 
all of the area classifications closer to the onset of emergence and toward the end of 
the decay period. It is not unexpected to see more variability in the median tilt angles 
of small regions, especially at the beginning of their lifetimes when the influence of 
external factors such as convective turbulence is greater. Larger organized regions are 
more resistant to convective turbulence as seen in the more stabilized tilt angles. 
 
 
 
Table 4.1: Tilt Angle, Area, and Latitude at Maximum Umbral Area (UAmax) 
 Small Midsize Large 
 (UAmax < 45 MSH) (45 ≤ UAmax < 90 MSH) (UAmax ≥ 90 MSH) 
Median Tilt 7.6° 5.9° 9.3° 
Mean Area 18 MSH 52 MSH 107 MSH 
Median Latitude 16.7° 16.1° 15.2° 
n (viable) 149 60 26 
N (original) 618 261 232 
 
 
 
Tilt angle increases in larger regions during emergence and decay but remains 
relatively steady for the small and midsize regions. We cite this as evidence of 
supergranular convective flows influencing the formation and evolution of smaller 
regions. It may be that the evolution of larger regions is better explained by the Ω-loop 
model, whereas smaller regions begin to form bipoles primarily from supergranular 
convection, although this does not preclude smaller regions from evolving beyond the 
supergranule model into larger regions. This remains a topic of interest beyond the 
scope of our study. 
 
All of the regions demonstrate a 3-4 day period of increase in footpoint 
separation with the onset of this period varying by region size. Approximately 3 days 
before the umbral area peaks and lasting a day into decay, large regions increase in 
separation from around 45 to 75 Mm. Midsize regions show a 30 Mm increase over 4 
days as well, although the separation values are shifted downward slightly (40-70 Mm) 
and forward in time by about a day. Small regions maintain 35-40 Mm in separation 
throughout the observed portion of the emergence period, then begin a 3 day period of 
increase in separation at the onset of decay, peaking near 70 Mm. Near -6 hours, small 
regions organize around 35 Mm in separation with almost no variation. This coincides 
with the beginning and end of two trends in separation for these regions: the onset of 
a steady increase in separation after a period of relatively constant mean separation 
values. 
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Otsuji et al. (2011) studied the footpoint separation distances of 101 active 
regions, including in their sample many smaller flux regions that would not have been 
used in our study.  Their results are similar in scale to our determinations of separation 
distances for small regions near the end of the emergence period.  Discrepancies in 
mean separation distances between the two reports can be attributed to their inclusion 
of smaller flux regions as well as the shorter observational periods in their analysis.  
Our results from section 4.3 for very small regions compare more favorably. 
 
The footpoint separation for small regions during the observed portion of the 
emergence phase remains relatively constant before beginning a period of separation 
at the start of decay, whereas the larger regions begin their separation prior to decay. 
We suggest that these smaller regions have not yet accumulated enough flux to 
overcome the influences of supergranular convection before decay begins. The 
divergent flow at the top of a supergranule cell pushes the flux to the cell boundaries 
as described by Schmidt (1968) while the magnetic structure of the bipole begins to 
dictate the size and shape of the supergranule cell. Smaller regions cannot begin their 
separation phase until the supergranular cell that aided in its formation begins to 
dissipate, typically after 1-2 days (Hirzberger et al. 2008). We suggest that larger 
regions are less influenced by supergranular convection during the emergence phase 
and simply separate beyond the typical size of a supergranule cell as a result. 
 
The mean peak umbral areas for small regions (≈ 18 MSH) and midsize regions 
(≈ 52 MSH) skew significantly lower in their respective area bins (Table 4.1). Muñoz-
Jaramillo et al. (2015) determined that smaller sunspot regions (< 90 MSH) display a 
Weibull distribution that also skews toward lower umbral areas. An empirical 
distribution of HMI data (Figure 4.2) shows the transition at 90 MSH from the Weibull 
distribution of smaller regions to a log-normal distribution for larger regions. 
 
Including BMRs in the discussion extends the observation of tilt angle 
behavior to smaller regions that may or may not include sunspots. It should be noted 
that BMR areas are reported to be up to 44 times larger than sunspot areas in the same 
active region (Chapman et al. 2011). Figure 4.3 shows a BMR distribution of the area 
and tilt angle from MDI data at higher latitudes (|θ| ≥ 10°) where the color intensity 
indicates the number of bipoles relative to the total number of bipoles with the same 
areas. Two distinct distributions are visible due to the substantial amount of tilt angle 
scatter for BMRs less than 300 MSH as well as the trend toward negative tilt angles 
for smaller regions. 
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Figure 4.2: Empirical distribution of HMI 
sunspot areas (red), with Weibull (dashed 
blue line) and log-normal distributions 
(dotted yellow line) fitted to the darker red 
shade. Note the transition in distributions 
near 90 MSH. Reproduced with 
permission from Muñoz-Jaramillo et al. 
(2015). 
Figure 4.3: Distribution of BMR area and tilt 
angle from MDI data (1998-2007, latitudinal 
zone |θ| ≥ 10°). Color intensity indicates the 
number of bipoles relative to the total 
number of bipoles with the same areas. The 
red line corresponds to the linear least-
square fit. Reproduced with permission from 
Illarionov et al. (2015). 
 
 
4.3  Very Small Bipolar Sunspot Regions 
 
We have already seen evidence of smaller regions emerging with negative tilt angles 
(Figure 4.1a), particularly regions with shorter emergence periods and areas which are 
lower than average. We limit our observations to very small peak umbral areas (< 9 
MSH) in the HMIDD data. Since these regions do not last as long, we are more likely 
to observe the entire life of the region within 0.7 solar radii from the center of the 
Sun’s disk. The behavior of very small active regions gives insight into how all active 
regions behave when they are first forming with smaller areas. Due to the shorter 
lifetimes of these regions, we can apply the same binning techniques previously 
described but at a higher cadence of 2 hours. 
 
The median tilt angle, mean separation, and mean area are binned every 2 hours 
and calibrated to the time of peak umbral area according to previously described 
methods. The standard error of the mean is overplotted as error bars for the tilt, 
separation, and area in Figure 4.4. Given the previous parameters established for viable 
active regions as well as the size restriction to less than 9 MSH, our sample is small (n 
= 12) but still worthy of inclusion in the discussion. Median tilt angles are anti-Joy 
(negative) at first, increasing to expected values in the decay period for activity at a 
median latitude of 16.1°. Footpoint separation increases from 20 Mm to about 35 Mm 
in a 14 hour span (≈ 298 m s−1), which is more rapidly than larger regions during the 
previously observed 3-4 periods of steady increase (≈ 87 m s−1). The umbral area 
averages between 3 and 5 MSH throughout the lifetimes of these regions. 
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Figure 4.4: (a) Median umbral tilt angle, (b) mean footpoint separation, and (c) total 
umbral area binned in 2 hour intervals are plotted in reference to the peak umbral area 
for regions of less than 9 MSH peak umbral area. Standard error of the mean 
overplotted as error bars. 
 
 
Using MDI magnetograms, Tlatov et al. (2013) noted the anti-Joy behavior 
(negative tilt angles) of BMRs with areas less than 300 MSH at higher latitudes that 
was not observed in larger regions. Chapman et al. (2011) report an average facular-
to-sunspot ratio of approximately 44 to 1. As a rough conversion of total umbral area 
to BMR area, 5 MSH in the umbral area equates to 220 MSH in the BMR area, which 
is less than the 300 MSH threshold set by Tlatov et al. (2013). This permits a 
comparison of tilt angle results for our respective observations of smaller regions. It 
appears that anti-Joy tilt angles occur in smaller regions during the emergence period 
and then rotate toward positive values as the decay period begins. Coriolis forces from 
the divergent plasma flow in the apex of a rising flux tube deflect E-W oriented bipoles 
toward the positive mean tilt angles typically reported. In contrast, any existing 
convergent flows would deflect toward negative tilt angles. The apex of a flux tube 
nearing emergence in the upper convective zone with weak toroidal field strength (15-
30 kG) and low flux (1020 Mx) hosts a converging flow (Fan et al. 1994; Weber et al. 
2013), producing tilt away from expected Joy’s law angles. 
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4.4  Discussion 
 
When the peak umbral area is used to sort sunspot regions by size and to define the 
emergence and decay periods for each region, evidence of two size distributions 
emerges in the tilt angle behavior. After a period of near-zero tilt angles during 
emergence, a consistent increase in the large region (UAmax ≥ 90 MSH) tilt angle begins 
48 hours before peak umbral area and lasts several days into the decay period. Regions 
smaller than 90 MSH show more consistency in tilt during this same time frame. It 
may be that larger regions eventually accumulate enough flux to form a new dynamic, 
with Coriolis forces acting on plasma draining from the apex of a more organized flux 
tube. At some point during the accumulation of flux as larger regions emerge, Coriolis 
force induced tilt overtakes the influence of toroidal fields oriented in the E-W 
direction such that the increase in tilt angle persists into the decay period. 
 
We attribute the negative tilt angles in small regions (UAmax < 45 MSH) seen 
at -48 hours as evidence of new activity emerging with weaker initial field strengths 
(Weber et al. 2013) and consistent with other observational studies of smaller active 
regions (Tlatov et al. 2013; Illarionov et al. 2015). Our preliminary observations of 
very small regions (UAmax < 9 MSH) at a higher cadence indicate the presence of 
negative tilt angles during emergence. As the current solar cycle progresses, further 
study of small regions in the HMIDD data will be of interest. 
 
A sustained period of increase in footpoint separation lasting several days 
occurs for all regions, but the onset of that period varies with region size. Small regions 
(UAmax < 45 MSH) do not increase in separation until the end of the emergence period, 
whereas larger regions begin several days earlier. Separation distances during the 
observed portion of the emergence period for small regions are consistently near 35-
40 Mm, with almost no variation in the binned values near the peak in umbral area. 
We attribute this behavior to the influence of supergranular convective cells as 
suggested by Schmidt (1968) and discussed below. These small regions then steadily 
increase in separation during the first three days of decay, separating to at least 70 
Mm. Midsize (45 ≤ UAmax < 90 MSH) and large regions (UAmax ≥ 90 MSH) were 
observed to steadily increase in separation from 40 to 70 Mm and 45 to 75 Mm, 
respectively, from the start of the observed emergence period and lasting into decay. 
It should be noted that our observations of bipolar sunspot separation distances early 
in the emergence period are approximately 40 Mm, which are larger than the ≈ 25 Mm 
distances reported by Pevtsov et al. (2003) for BMRs. This can be attributed in part to 
magnetic bipoles forming before the umbral intensity signature necessary for 
measuring bipolar sunspot separation distances is reached. 
 
Dynamo theories of the solar magnetic cycle use the pitch angle of subsurface 
toroidal fields as a source of the initial tilt in active regions prior to emergence 
(Babcock 1961; Leighton 1969), however, pitch angle is not sufficient to explain all 
tilt angle behavior on the surface. Schmidt (1968) suggests that the Coriolis forces 
from a divergent supergranular flow influences the tilt angle. He states that “the 
horizontal Coriolis force needs a day of unimpeded uniform motion to rotate the 
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resulting displacement by 6 degrees. Such motion can be found in a supergranulation 
cell which seems to last for 1 day (cf. Simon and Leighton, 1964). The same timescale 
holds for the appearance of a new active center” Schmidt (1968, pp. 96-97). In 
modeling magnetic activity in the convective zone, Weiss (1971) considered Coriolis-
induced cyclonic motion formed by the divergent flow at the top of convection cells, 
also noting the concentration of magnetic flux around the perimeters of the convection 
cells. The supergranule divergent flow and the resultant anti-cyclonic motion push 
magnetic flux to the boundaries of the cell and build up tilt angles as long as the flow 
persists. The footpoint separation sizes of very small regions or regions early in the 
emergence period are reasonably comparable to the observed distribution of 
supergranule diameter sizes (Hirzberger et al. 2008). The separation velocities of the 
bipolar portion of very small regions are consistent with observed supergranular 
divergent flows of around 300 m s−1 (Rieutord & Rincon 2010; Langfellner et al. 
2015). It is likely that many active regions begin their emergence period with small 
umbral areas and that supergranular divergent flows influence the initial tilt angle and 
separation distances in these just forming regions. 
 
We cite the distinct variations in tilt angle and footpoint separation behaviors 
by region size as confirmation that two distributions of sunspot sizes exist. In order for 
a rising flux tube model to adequately describe all of the magnetic activity as it appears 
on the surface, some artificial assumptions are necessary. As more detailed 
observational data of magnetic regions become available, questions arise about the 
flux tube model. Getling et al. (2015) discuss difficulties in comparing rising-tube 
model to observations and how a convective mechanism using in situ amplification 
and structuring of magnetic fields by convection avoids these difficulties. The rising 
flux tube model may be sufficient to describe the formation of larger bipolar sunspot 
regions, whereas the initial tilt angle and footpoint separation of smaller regions are 
heavily influenced by supergranular convection. Further research into the cause of tilt 
angles in either sunspot size distribution is worth pursuing, especially the probability 
that a portion of the larger region distribution may be the result of smaller regions 
accumulating enough flux to expand beyond the influence of supergranular 
convection. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
 
The results contained within this thesis are a product of observational research into 
Joy’s law and possible causes which is research summarized in the following papers: 
McClintock & Norton 2013; McClintock, Norton & Li 2014, and McClintock & 
Norton 2016. In this chapter, we present a summary of the main results from each 
published work, our overall findings, and suggestions for future research. 
 
 
5.1  Summary 
 
We observed the mean tilt angle of bipolar sunspots in Solar Cycles 16 to 21 and found 
differences of up to 2.8° between the hemispheres and across the cycles.  Revisions to 
Joy’s law should include a weaker dependence on latitude, with more emphasis on the 
differences between the hemispheres and cycles.  Forcing the linear fit through the 
origin (Dasi-Espuig et al. 2010) artificially distorts the slope and is not supported by 
observations. We do confirm a statistically significant negative correlation of cycle 
strength with area-weighted tilt angles normalized by latitude, as previously 
determined by Dasi-Espuig et al. (2010).   It is important to note that there are times 
during the solar cycle when Joy’s law cannot be determined, perhaps due to convective 
turbulence dominating the mechanism which produces tilt.  Our observations of tilt 
angle as a function of longitude did not yield evidence of a non-axisymmetric 
mechanism affecting tilt angles.  
 
A recently reported discrepancy in Joy’s law determined from white light 
observations versus magnetogram data should be noted here. Wang et al. (2015) found 
that the slope of Joy’s law increases more steeply for tilt angle measurements obtained 
from Mount Wilson magnetogram data as measured by Li and Ulrich versus sunspot 
tilt angles taken from Debrecen Photohelographic Data.  This discrepancy could be 
due to the contribution of plage areas that tend to have greater tilt inclinations than 
adjacent sunspot groups.  We would expect to see the same increase in the slope of 
Joy’s law if we were to include plage regions in our determinations of tilt angle.  It 
may also be that some tilt angles based on older white-light images without magnetic 
information are inaccurate due to polarity grouping errors (Baranyi 2015, Wang et al. 
2015).   
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While Joy’s law is observed statistically over sufficiently large samples, the tilt 
angles of individual sunspot regions are noisy over their lifetimes and often identified 
as anti-Hale.  We determined that 8.4% ± 0.8% of sunspot groups are anti-Hale from 
1974-2012, which is higher than previous studies (Wang & Sheeley 1989; Stenflo & 
Kosovichev 2012).  For Solar Cycles 21, 22, and 23, the anti-Hale percentages of the 
total number of sunspots groups per cycle were 9.0%, 8.7%, and 7.2%, respectively.  
Although we broadened our range of tilt angle to include a representation of anti-Hale 
activity, Joy’s law cannot be observed by eye over the life time of a particular solar 
cycle in our tilt-butterfly diagrams. 
 
Latitudinal measurements of Anti-Hale regions over the course of a solar cycle 
follow the behavior of Hale regions, appearing at higher latitudes first then moving 
towards the equator as the cycle progresses.  Size distributions of Hale and Anti-Hale 
spots are similar as well.   It may be that anti-Hale spots are an extension of previously 
determined tilt angle distributions.  We suggest that previous classifications of sunspot 
activity near the equator as Hale (or anti-Hale for that matter) should be questioned 
unless consideration is given to the orientation of the magnetic equator in relation to 
the heliographic equator at the time of observation.  Surface flux transport simulations 
depend on scatter in the tilt angle values to contribute a random factor in the variability 
of cycle strength (Jiang et al. 2014).  Including the 8.4% of anti-Hale sunspots in these 
models may result in greater amplitude variability from cycle to cycle. 
 
While the cadence of individual sunspot observations has improved 
dramatically with the launch of the Solar Dynamics Observatory in February 2010, the 
rotation of the solar surface still poses a challenge to our line-of-sight observations 
over time.  Active regions frequently do not appear and disband entirely on disk, 
leaving significant time segments of an active region’s evolution unobservable.  We 
used peak umbral area to sort sunspot regions by size and to define the emergence and 
decay periods for each region.  After calibrating regions by peak umbral area, two size 
distributions emerge in the tilt angle behavior.  A consistent increase in the median tilt 
angles for larger regions (UAmax ≥ 90 MSH) begins during decay, whereas the median 
tilt angles of smaller regions (UAmax < 90 MSH) are fairly consistent over the same 
observational period.  The behavior of the larger regions suggests that enough flux has 
accumulated to form a new dominating factor in tilt angle production, such as Coriolis 
forces acting on plasma draining away from the apex.  Evidence of negative tilt angles 
in very small regions during emergence is consistent with previous studies and 
attributable to weaker initial field strengths. 
 
A sustained period of increase in footpoint separation lasting several days 
occurs for all regions.  This period begins near the end of emergence for smaller 
regions, occurring earlier for larger regions. Leading up to this sustained period of 
increase in separation, the distances of smaller regions are consistently near 35-40 
Mm.  We cite this as the influence of supergranular convective cells as previously 
suggested by Schmidt (1968) and Weiss (1971).   Divergent flow at the top of a 
convection cell concentrate flux at the perimeter of a cell and build up tilt angle 
through Coriolis-induced cyclonic motion.  Footpoint separation sizes and separation 
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velocities of very small regions are reasonably consistent with observed supergranule 
distributions (Hirzberger et al, 2008; Rieutord & Rincon 2010; Langfellner et al. 
2015).  Many active regions emerge at first with small umbral areas and it is reasonable 
to expect supergranular divergent flows to influence the initial tilt angle and separation 
distances in these just forming regions.  Further research may reconcile the two 
sunspot size distributions as parts of an evolutionary process overall in bipolar sunspot 
formation, whereas a supergranular convection model better describes sunspot 
behavior until enough flux has accumulated to warrant consideration of the traditional 
rising flux tube model. 
 
Much of our understanding of the convective dynamo process on other solar-
type main sequence stars originated with solar physics research. Only recent advances 
in instrumentation have allowed for useful observations of magnetic activity in nearby 
stars.  Observations of other low-mass stars show that more toroidal magnetic field is 
generated as a fraction of the total magnetic field when a tachocline develops as 
opposed to the star being fully radiative or fully convective (Donati et al. 2008; Morin 
et al. 2008, 2010).  This confirms that the convective process, in part if not in full, 
drives the dynamo process.  The behavior of small-scale magnetic activity can tell us 
something about the origins of global magnetic fields in the Sun, other main sequence 
stars, and stellar magnetic fields in general. See Brun et al. (2015) for a more detailed 
discussion of the solar magnetic dynamo in a stellar context.   
 
Any dynamo theory explaining the regeneration of solar magnetic fields should 
account for Joy’s law, anti-Hale activity and the effect of turbulent convection on the 
twist in flux ropes rising through the convective zone. A complete model must 
consider the tilt or twist in these magnetic flux ropes that, when ejected from the Sun 
via mass coronal ejections, can remove helicity from the star.  It may be that the flux 
tube concept is part of a larger, more complex model of the dynamo producing 
magnetic activity on the solar surface. We therefore must consider alternative theories 
for magnetic field production across all scales, such as the effect of divergent flows at 
the top of supergranules on newly emerging flux.   Understanding the behavior and 
causes of Joy’s law brings us one step closer to a more comprehensive picture of the 
magnetic field generator at work in the Sun and other stars.  
 
 
5.2  Overall Findings 
 
This thesis has determined that the analysis of sunspot behavior can be significantly 
improved using an updated version of Joy’s law and rigorous statistical analysis of 
modern solar imaging datasets. In particular, we established that Joy’s law has a 
weaker latitude dependence than previously concluded and that anti-Hale activity 
occurs more frequently than what has traditionally been reported. Our findings indicate 
that Joy’s law varies significantly between solar cycles and across solar hemispheres.  
We also found evidence for the existence of small spot features not following Joy’s 
law, part of a second distinct sunspot population that may represent an early phase of 
sunspot emergence.  In overall terms, this thesis has discovered increased complexity 
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in bipolar sunspot emergence, type and time-dependent behavior compared to previous 
studies, and demonstrates that analysis of sunspot observations continues to provide 
ways to advance the empirical basis for theoretical modeling of small-scale solar flux 
tubes and underlying magnetic dynamo processes. 
 
 
5.3  Future Research 
 
Our research suggests that measurements of Joy’s law should be approached more 
carefully if we wish to use it as a diagnostic of magnetic field production. Additional 
research regarding the tilt angle of bipolar sunspot groups or bipolar magnetic regions 
should distinguish between the hemispheres as it may be that separate dynamos are at 
work in each hemisphere. Verification of the accuracy of historical tilt angle data 
should continue as new questions arise about the measurement techniques employed 
to determine tilt angles from white-light images (Baranyi 2015; Wang et al. 2015). We 
also hope that the practice of forcing a linear fit of latitude to tilt angle through the 
origin is discontinued as it is inconsistent with observations. Even after separating by 
hemisphere, it may be that one linear fit is no longer an adequate description of Joy’s 
law.  The availability of more detailed (i.e. higher cadence) tilt angle data will permit 
further refinements of Joy’s law in the future. 
 
It is also important to recognize the existence of anti-Hale activity and how it 
has historically been under-reported in tilt angle databases – if at all.  With the 
improvements to solar observatories so as to include magnetic information when 
determining the tilt angle of bipolar regions, anti-Hale regions can be further analyzed 
and incorporated into future dynamo models.  The opportunity to observe active 
regions at a higher cadence for a significant portion of their lifetimes may yield some 
information about how active regions evolve and what role anti-Hale activity plays in 
their evolution. 
 
The likelihood of the nesting effect, described as the emergence of bipoles 
within existing active regions (Harvey & Zwaan 1993), may impact the statistical 
measurements of Joy’s law.  We took steps to minimize nesting effects in our study of 
bipolar sunspot regions using HMI data by excluding regions with significant new flux 
emerging within an already active region.  However, the occurrence of this 
phenomenon on smaller scales can still alter the determination of the end of the 
emergence period.  Examination of the nesting effects on Joy’s law is much more 
feasible with the higher cadence data sets becoming more available and should be 
investigated further.   
 
As the solar dynamo is responsible for all magnetic flux events, not just sunspot 
regions, it would be useful to compare our examination of sunspot characteristics to a 
similar comprehensive analysis of bipolar magnetic regions.  Given that not all bipolar 
magnetic regions produce sunspots, it would be of special interest to see how the tilt 
angle of magnetic regions evolves over the emergence and decay periods and whether 
there are any significant differences with our sunspot tilt angle results.  A statistical 
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analysis of the behavior of anti-Hale magnetic regions separated into hemispheres by 
the magnetic equator would be a valuable comparison to our results for anti-Hale 
sunspot groups, especially if any significant discrepancies between the two 
populations are discovered.  
 
As higher-cadence observations of magnetic events become available due to 
advances in space-based instrumentation, we anticipate the ability to study smaller 
active regions during their emergence and decay periods.  Coupled with improving 
helioseismic observational techniques and instrumentation, a better understanding of 
how much impact convective flows in supergranules have on the evolving tilt angle 
and footpoint separation of emerging flux can be achieved.  Given the recent questions 
about the rising flux tube model as a complete description of how surface magnetic 
activity is produced, it is the study of the relationship between supergranules and 
emerging flux that holds great interest for the future of solar magnetic dynamo 
research.  As improved datasets become available over complete solar cycles, future 
work can more thoroughly analyze the extent to which small sunspot regions with anti-
Joy tendencies can be explained as a supergranular precursor to the more familiar flux 
tube construct of bipolar sunspots.  Such an evolutionary sequence can in turn provide 
additional empirical constraints on our theoretical understanding of sunspot formation 
and the Sun’s magnetic fields.  
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